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"Between Friends/Entre Amis",
Amis", in 1976 in honor or the United States
Bicentennial, the Canadian government prepared this book. It
contains magnificent photographs from along the longest undefended
border in the world. Two editions were produced and this is the limited
edition (with slipcase) which was only given to The President of the
United States, Members of the U.S. Congress, the Governors' of each
state and the Ambassador and Council Generals serving Canada. This
edition is obviously quite rare and was valued in 1986 at $750.
Pristine and as good as new.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$500.00
Canadian National Exhibition,
Exhibition, 1906 Pass to Dog and Cat Show
provided to Mr. John Tibbs from The Star, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
Cigarette and Trade Cards,
Cards, complete set of 50 Great Britain Players
Castles and Coat of Arms (third series), along with 72 mid to large size
United States chromo advertising cards, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
Cinderella's, accumulation of several hundred items from various
 Cinderella's,
countries. Includes Christmas and Easter Seals, Boys Town,
Exhibitions, and more. Interesting group.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$40.00
Ducks Unlimited,
Unlimited, "Queen of the Field," by Wee Lee, the 1994 $5 issue,
a framed art print along with 6 mint, never hinged imperforate blocks
of four (face $120), very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
Ducks Unlimited Canada,
Canada, the 1993 and 1994 issues with a single of
each, a perforate souvenir sheet of each, and an imperforate souvenir
sheet of each, artist signed (1993 Angus Shortt, 1994 Wee Lee), very
fine mint, never hinged. Face value $90.00. A great addition to any
Wildlife Conservation collection. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
Framed Prints,
Prints, two lovely items still in original wrappers showing world
map and a train, series of post cards and a trio of Firby "name sale"
auction catalogues, two are hard bound. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Framed Prints,
Prints, a pair of 14" x 17" hand-tinted art prints showing 1st
Ottawa Parliament Buildings before Fire and Ferry Crossing Disaster
on St. Lawrence River. Also includes United States #3409-13 Space
Achievement & Exploration World Stamp Expo 2000, the hologram
issue in a full uncut press sheet (USPS item #550301) still in the
original wrapper, face value $38.50 and cv $125. Inspect!
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Mystery Lot,
Lot, (just because it's a mystery to me!), carton full of stuff
including framed post cards, prints, space sheets, collector tins, and
other "goodies." Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
1939, a sheet of 54 stamps (6 across x 9 down)
 New York World's Fair 1939,
with marginal inscriptions on four sides. Due to repeated folding, the
perforations were separated in several places thus the sheet was
divided into four panes for display purposes, very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
PembinaPembina-Winnipeg Courier,
Courier, a selection of 8 sheets (3 different) used
by Bileski when mailing stamps/price lists to clients, 6 postally used
covers each bearing one label, along with information provided by
Bileski regarding the labels, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$40.00
Registered Mail Labels,
Labels, accumulation of 312 items, mostly European
countries but others as well.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$40.00
Stamp Show Souvenirs,
Souvenirs, a selection of various items obtained at
mostly international shows in Canada including Official Capex 78
Souvenir Collection (5 covers each with a silver commemorative
medal), Capex '78 Printer's souvenir cards, plus 31 souvenir cards
from others like Canada '84, Canada '92, Capex '87, etc., very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$40.00
Stereo View Cards,
Cards, accumulation of 58 items, 16 in full colour, mainly
China and Japan, and 42 real photo types from a variety of countries
including Egypt, France, Scandinavia, South Africa, etc., fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
WWII NEWSPAPERS,
NEWSPAPERS, Guernsey Evening Press, 26 issues from Nov. 14
to Dec. 16, 1940. Each issue with Official German Communiques on
front page. In great condition and loaded with war news.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
WWII NEWSPAPERS,
NEWSPAPERS, The Star - Guernsey's Oldest Newspaper, 14
issues from Nov. 11 to Dec. 14, 1943. In great condition and loaded
with war news.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
WWII NEWSPAPERS,
NEWSPAPERS, Guernsey Evening Press, 16 issues, a complete
run from Nov. 10 to Dec. 15, 1943. In great condition and plenty of
war news.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
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Area, a stock selection of over 850 stamps from Eritrea,
 African Area,
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French Sudan, and Sudan arranged on stock pages. Runs from early
to modern with both mint and used and a good range of thematic
material, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Austria,
Austria, all mint accumulation/stock selection of issues housed in a
duo of stock books. Lots of value here and we note #405-23, B142-45
(2), B167-70, B171-178 (14), B179-83 (15), B189-198 (10), B199206 (12), B208-217 (14), C47-53 (24), 4N1-17 (16), and more, finevery fine, never hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
Austria,
Austria, all mint accumulation/stock selection of mainly 1945-47
issues including 1945 Coast of Arms series, 1945 AMF issues, 194546 Definitives, 1947 St. Stephens Re-Construction and Vienna Int'l
Sample Fair semi-postal's, and more. There's thousands of stamps
here and appear to be in sets, very fine, never hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
Austria,
Austria, collection of 115 WIPI 1981 Stamp Show covers (18 are
registered), all different housed in 2 specialized (but older) Lindner
hingeless albums. Note cachets from all participating worldwide
agencies, First Flights, Balloon Posts, etc. Very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
Croatia,
Croatia, a mint (mostly) and used accumulation/stock selection of
issues from 1942-1944. There's thousands of stamps here including
#61-80, B7-10, B12, B13-15, B37 (2), B39-51, B52-55 (2 sheets of
each), B60-62 (sheets), B65-68 (2 sheets each), B69 (3), B70-72 (3
sheets of each), etc. In addition to the numbers and quantities listed
there are others in numerous quantities as well and mostly in
complete sets. Very fine mint, never hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
Czechoslovakia/Slovakia,
Czechoslovakia/Slovakia, accumulation of printing errors, over 50
items with "ghost" printing, shifts, double printing, etc., mostly very
fine mint, never hinged. Unusual lot. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
Dahomey,
Dahomey, a mint (mostly) and used stock of over 1,500 stamps from
1913 to modern all neatly organized on stock pages. A great range of
thematic issues with a good selection/quantity of back-of-the-book
material with Air Mails and Postage Dues. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Denmark,
enmark, mostly used collection of a few hundred issues from early to
1930 assembled on a double sided stock page. Includes #2, 2b, 3, 4,
4a, 5-7, 7a, 7b, 8, 9, 11,16a, 20, 24, 25, 25c, 26c, 28a, 28c, 30b,
32a, 33a, 33b, 34, 34b, 41, 41b, 41c, O6-9, O9a, O11-15, and more.
The usual nice range of numeral cancels on the earlier and generally
fine-very fine throughout. (photo)
.............................................................................................. $4,750.00
Ethopia,
Ethopia, a mint and used stock selection of over 800 issues from early
to modern arranged on stock pages. Stopped many better values and
a good range of thematic material, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
European Area,
Area, interesting accumulation of sets, singles and blocks
including Fiume Revenues with some issued during Yugoslavia
Occupation, German Occupation of Cattaro-Kotor (blocks), Croatian
Occupation of Spalato, German Occupation of Lubiana, etc. Generally
fine-very fine with plenty of hard to find material. Worth a careful look!
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$250.00
Finland,
Finland, a mint and used collection of well over 250 issues from
beginning to about 1945 assembled on a double sided stock page.
Includes #2 (cut to shape), 6, 7 (faults), 10, 10b, 17, 25, 31, 38, 46,
64, 75, 126a, 151, and a host of other useful material. Mostly finevery fine. (photo)
.............................................................................................. $2,500.00
French Africa,
Africa, a mint and used stock selection of over 1,500 issues
from French Guinea, French Equatorial Africa, and Somali Coast neatly
organized on stock pages. A great range of thematics and fine-very
fine with much never hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Germany,
Germany, solid dealer's all used stock of Federal Republic issues
housed in 12 counter sales books. Runs from Michel #105/1403 with
plenty of depth and variety with complete sets and singles as issued.
Routinely fine-very fine throughout and worth a close look.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$250.00
Germany,
Germany, a mint and used accumulation/stock of Federal Republic
and Berlin issues housed in five volumes. Includes better like
Posthorns, semi-postal sets, souvenir sheets, multiples (both mint and
used), and a wide range of other useful material. Plenty of never
hinged material to be found on the used generally with cds cancels.
Routinely very fine throughout. Worth the time for a close review.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
Germany,
Germany, a mint and used collection of issued housed in a pair of
stock books. Some early States, Empire and Federal Republic to about
the 1970's. Saw singles, mint blocks, and other useful. Worth the time
for a close look.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
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Republic with a few Berlin and DDR with better like #667-68, B309 on
Special Event cover, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
Germany,
Germany, a mint (mostly) and used accumulation of over 200 early
Revenue issues, mostly in blocks and other multiples, very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
Germany,
Germany, accumulation of 40 "Germania Head" issues including a
tete-beche pair, perfin, Occupation overprints, etc. Few faults though
mostly fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
Greenland,
Greenland, accumulation of covers, FDC's and post cards all pre-1990
with better like #175, B15 FDC, #146-157 year pack, Aland 1993-96
year packs, etc. Very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
Iceland,
Iceland, a mint and used collection of issues from early to 1941
assembled on a double sided stock page. Full of useful material like
#1, 5, 7, 8, 14, 17, 29, 68, 82, 107, 185, 208Bd, 217a, 218a, C16a,
O10, O26, etc. with plenty of permium material throughout. Few earlier
mint without gum but generally fine-very fine throughout. (photo)
............................................................................................... $4,300.00
Italy,
Italy, a group of 11 items with 9 covers, a newspaper printed in Italian
and franked with Austria #PR7, attractive Calendario Artistico Italiano
1913. Covers run from stampless to 1946, mostly earlier with rates,
cancels, ship mail, etc. Interesting group, mostly fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
Italy,
Italy, a group of five post cards including #120 on 1911 card, #122,
126-27 on 1913 card, #136-39 on 4/11/21 card, and 1917 card,
stamps damaged showing King Victor Emmaneul II in colonial garb,
fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Italy and Area,
Area, a mint and used collection of a few hundred issues
from early to about 1945 assembled on stock pages. Filled with useful
sets and singles like #31a, 34b, 56a, etc., back-of-the-book material,
Colonies and early States. There's plenty of premium material here as
a close review will show, generally fine-very fine throughout. (photo)
(photo)
............................................................................................... $4,750.00
Japan,
Japan, accumulation of likely a few hundred covers and postal
statinery items. Looks like plenty of early 20th century material
through modern and generally fine-very fine. Could be some hidden
gems here.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Korea,
Korea, collection of Christmas Stamps 1958-1979 in mounts on
specialized album pages, sets and souvenir sheets as issued, very fine
mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$307.30
Norway,
Norway, a mint and used (mostly) collection of a few hundred issues
from early to 1947 assembled on a double sided stock page. Includes
#1, 6, 9-11, 15, 17, 17b, 19-21, 24c, 38a, 39c, 40a, 40b, 44a, 47a,
48, 51d, 69, etc. Generally fine-very fine and worth a close look.
(photo)
............................................................................................... $2,650.00
Russia,
Russia, a selection of mint and used issues with sets and singles, few
earlier though mostly issues from the 1950's and 1960's, fine-v ery
fine and owner's catalogue value is $700+.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$120.00
St. Pierre & Miquelon,
Miquelon, the 1912 surcharged issues in gutter blocks of
four (64) with counter, at least one complete set of 11 with plenty of
additional copies, fine-very fine mint, never hinged.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Sweden,
Sweden, all used selection of issues from early to 1938 assembled on
stock pages, a few hundred items including #7, 11a, 27, 34a, 44, 70
75, 125, 130, 134, 163, 165 and other useful, generally fine-very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ..................................................................... $3,250.00
Switzerland,
Switzerland, 1847-1862 selection of used early issues (32) displayed
on a stock page with some early Cantonals, Federal Administration
"Rayon" issues, and Sitting Helvetica 1862-1881 issues. There's some
duplication and a few scatted faults but on balance a nice group
useful for cancels, reference and study. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$300.00
Switzerland,
Switzerland, 1847-1862 selection of used early issues (32) displayed
on a stock page with some early Cantonals, Federal Administration
"Rayon" issues, and Sitting Helvetica 1862-1881 issues. There's some
duplication and a few scatted faults but on balance a nice group
useful for reference and study. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$300.00
Switzerland,
Switzerland, accumulation of non-Scott listed items with Service
Stamps (perforated cross in center, 27), Telegraph stamps (7), Hotel
stamp (Maderanerthal) and Franco Vignettes, mint and used, very
fine, unusual group not often seen. (photo)
Est. Realization
$200.00
Realization .....................................................................
Tunisia,
Tunisia, extensive mint and used stock of issues with approximately
2,500 stamps organized on stock pages. Runs from 1888 to modern
and mostly thematic issues, fine-very fine with much never hinged.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
-6-
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Geneva, and Vienna housed in four volumes, starting at the beginning
through 2010. Filled with hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
(including #38), flag sets, and other useful issues. Routinely very fine
mint, never hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$400.00
United States,
States, all used selection of issues from early to 1920
assembled on stock pages. Includes #10, 10A, 11, 11A, 24, 25, 26,
63, 65, 68a, 73, 76, 78a, 93, 94, 113, 136, 145, 156, 165, 178, 179,
182, 188, 206, 208, 208a, 212, 215, 220a, 220c, 246, 249, 250,
251, 252, 260, 264, 266, 276A, 279Bg, 280a, 280b, 282a, 283, plus
a wide range of other material including Parcel Post set complete.
There is plenty of premium material here as a close look will uncover.
Few scattered faults to be found but generally fine-very fine and worth
a very close look! (photo)
.............................................................................................. $6,550.00
United States,
States, a mint and used collection of issues 1869-1990
housed in a Scott National album with slip case. Few earlier with 30¢
Columbian, some Washington-Franklins, 5¢ Jamestown, and picks up
starting with issues of the 1930's with strong coverage then on.
Contains hundreds of stamps and routinley fine-very fine throughout.
.............................................................................................. $1,824.90
United States,
States, selection of issues from 1930's onward housed in four
dealer counter sales books. Plenty of useful here with regular and air
mail issues, fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged and never hinged.
Catalogue value is $1,376 and face value $410.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$250.00
United States,
States, accumulation of mint issues assembled in a stock
book, binder, and stock pages along with annual Post Office sets
1977/1981 (9) and two of the hardcover Olympics and Prominent
Americans, very fine mint, never hinged and lightly hinged, catalogue
value $951 and face value $229.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
United States,
States, an exhibition quality thematic collection of POLAR
EXPLORATION with 37 covers from 1935-1988 along with maps,
pictures and plenty of information on the subject and the explorers,
very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
United States,
States, accumulation of modern issues, about 1/3 are higher
values, fine-very fine mint, no gum. Face value $300.00.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
United States,
States, a group of AGRICULTURE ILLUSTRATED covers (5) and
two post cards, late 19th and early 20th century, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
United States,
States, accumulation of 28 picture post cards circa early 20th
century, variety of scenes, towns, etc. from the North East, Midwest,
and South, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
United States,
States, a group of 5 ILLUSTRATED ADVERTISING covers (three
are multicoloured), mostly dates from the 1930's, includes Coca-Cola,
Fish Merchants, Gelatine, Poultry, Spices, and fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
United States,
States, a group of HOTEL ILLUSTRATED adversting covers (7)
and three Canadian Hotel post cards, good variety of cities including
Binghampton, Detroit, Douglas, Jacksonville, Milaukee, Sheridan and
dates from 1903 through 1946, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Viet Nam,
Nam, a group of four covers, March to July, 1973 all illustrated
with map of Vietnam and ICCS cachets, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
Vietnam,
Vietnam, a group of 13 covers 1971-1974 to addresses in Canada,
three are Forces Air Letters, 3 illustrated with map of Voetnam, various
h/s, etc., very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
Worldwide,
huge
thematic
collection/accumulation
POLAR
Worldwide,
EXPLORATION with stamps and covers from a wide variety of countries
including Argentina, Australia, B.A.T., Canada, Chile, Great Britain, New
Zealand, Norway, Russia, South Georgia, United States, along with
maps, information on the exploreres, pictures, International Polar Year
Arctic 2007 souvenir collection, etc. A lifetime collection that is
routinely fine-very fine throughout.
Est. Realization
$300.00
Realization ....................................................................
Worldwide,
Worldwide, accumulation of over 150 Lions Club International FDC's,
1935-1991, cacheted and majority unaddressed. A diverse worldwide
assortment with 14 signed by Lions Executives, very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, accumulation of mint and used stamps from a variety of
countries housed in five stock books. Includes Canada mint stamps
(face value $100+), United States, Australia, Netherlands, Russia,
Switzerland and others with plenty of useful material to be found.
Quite likely several thousand stamps and fine-very fine. Worth a close
look.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, accumulation of 60 cacheted and unaddressed Official
First Day Covers issued 1986 to 1991 from Angola to Vanuatu, each
with the WWF logo, very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
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Worldwide, accumulation of 70 FIRST FLIGHT COVERS 1927 to 1967,
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each is cacheted and there are a variety of countries including
Australia, Cuba, Italy, Mexico, Panama, Philippines, Spain, Sweden
and more, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, accumulation of mint and used in two volumes. Mostly
earlier, pre-1950 issues with a wide range of countries represented.
Note early Revenues as well. Nice clean collection with plenty of useful
and a close review will likely be rewarded.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, accumulation of 34 AIR MAIL SPECIAL DELIVERY covers
1941 to 1985 from a variety of countries to foreign destinations. Very
colourful lot with a range of rates, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, Rainy Day Special, box full of a few hundred miscellaneous
stamps in sales cards, glassines, etc. and who knows what a good
sorting will uncover.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, lovely all mint collection of stamps and souvenir sheets
issued by various countries for the 1976 Olympics held in Montreal,
Canada. All housed in a commemorativce album and routinely very
fine, never hinged and could very well be a complete run of the issues.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, a mint and used selection of a few hundred stamps, mostly
in sets and mainly European area with Liechtenstein, Poland, DDR,
and Vatican. Routinely very fine and plenty of never hinged material
throughout.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, accumulation of 63 FIRST FLIGHT COVERS 1938 to 1993,
all cacheted and many highly attractive covers with good variety of
countries, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, accumulation of post cards, likely 150 or so, mostly
modern chromes from a variety of countries, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, Mystery Box filled with material looking for a home. The
owner said he didn't know what to do with each of the items so into
the box they went; it's a "mystery" to me. Inspect!
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$40.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, shoebox stuffed with mint and used stamps in glassines.
Inspect.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$40.00

Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
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Worldwide, carton packed with stamps in albums, stock cards, etc.
 Worldwide,

Turkey, accumulation of used in bundles or sheets with likely over
 Turkey,

111

240,000 stamps. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
States, all used accumulation/stock of issues from #25/1900
 United States,
plus back-of-the-book material. There's over 14,500 stamps (1,582
different) that the owner has catalogued at over $9,500.00. Fine-very
fine.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
States, two cartons of modern commercial mail plus box of
 United States,
unused Hong Kong 1991 Philanippon covers.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
States, large plastic tub filled with stamps in albums, etc. along
 United States,
with one volume of Worldwide material. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
States, carton filled with on-paper mixture.
 United States,
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Worldwide, carton full of stamps, covers, framed prints, etc. Inspect.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Worldwide, carton full of stamps and other stuff. Inspect.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale
Offer
Sale Only......................................................................
Only
Worldwide, carton with two large boxes full of stamps. Inspect.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Worldwide, property as received in carton with stamps in albums,
 Worldwide,
envelopes, etc.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Worldwide, carton full of on-paper mixture.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Worldwide, carton full of bags of stamps. Inspect.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Worldwide, carton full of stamps in stock books, boxes, etc. Inspect.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Worldwide, accumulation in four volumes plus a box. Inspect.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Worldwide, carton full of off-paper mixture.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Worldwide, a mint and used accumulation of issues from A-K
 Worldwide,
countries separated by country or issue and housed in three boxes.
There's thousands of stamps here that the owner has catalogued out
at $3,772.00.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only

112
113

Offer

Worldwide, balance of consignment filling a carton with stamps in
 Worldwide,

stock books, envelopes, etc. likely thousands. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, collection in 11 Scott International albums.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, carton full of stamps in 9 volumes plus a folder full.
 Worldwide,
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, collection in two large Minkus albums.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, cartonof on-paper mixture.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, stamps in three very old albums, could be anything!
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, property as received in carton. Includes US mint stamps,
 Worldwide,
 Canada mint stamps (face value about $120), some commercial
covers and other stuff. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide,
de, carton full of covers, mostly commercial mail. Inspect.
 Worldwide
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, carton of on-paper mixture, mostly Canada and USA.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, five volumes with Canada, Russia, and United Nations,
 Worldwide,
hundreds. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, carton full of remnants.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, carton full of miscellaneous remainders. Inspect.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, carton full of stamps in albums, boxes, etc. Inspect.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, carton with 4 boxes full of OFF-PAPER mixtures, there's
 Worldwide,
tens of thousands of stamps here so take a good look!
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, carton full of remnants. Inspect.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, carton full of covers, mixtures, etc.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, accumulation in 4 volumes, spotted useful Newfoundland.
 Worldwide,
 Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, carton full of OFF PAPER mixture, thousands. Inspect.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, collection of over 20,000 stamps housed in 8 Ajax albums.
 Worldwide,
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Worldwide, accumulation in 9 volumes. Inspect.
 Worldwide,
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer

WORLDWIDE STAMPS
AUSTRIA
114  #168, C1-3, 1917 15h dull red and 1918 Air Mail issues tied to cover

115 
116 

117 
118 

by Lemberg 8.IV.18.XI cancels to Wien, light vertical crease and
missing flap do not detract, attractive. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
#424-27, 1945 overprinted issues of Germany for use in Styria, finevery fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$650.00
#4N1-4N17, 1945 AMF issue, the set complete with 17 values in
sheets of 100 x 6 each. Full plate imprint on each. Some light perf
separation on a few otherwise very fine mint, never hinged.
.............................................................................................. $3,660.00
#B185-188, 1946 Renner souvenir sheets, the set of four, very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
.............................................................................................. $2,000.00
#J204-231, 1947 Postage Due issue, 20 complete sets, most in pairs,
very fine mint, never hinged.
..............................................................................................
$411.00

CROATIAN OCCUPATION OF SEBENIC AND SPALATO
119  Sassone #1, 2, 6, 9, 10, Expr #18, very fine mint, never hinged.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................

$50.00

GERMAN OCCUPATION OF THE AEGEAN ISLANDS
120  #M10, (Michel No.) 1942 Military Parcel Post issue with diagonal blue

INSELPOST overprint, blunt perfs at bottom otherwise very fine mint,
never hinged. Very high Michel catalogue value. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00

ITALIAN SOCIAL REPUBLIC
121  #EY1, 1944 10c dark brown Authorized Delivery issue with inverted
overprint, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
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ITALY
122

123

141

 #27, 1863 10c buff, a horizontal pair tied by boxed numeral 816



124
124



125



126



cancels, Centoripe 21/GEN./69 to the Bishop of Nicosia, (Cyprus), b/s
transit and arrival postmarks, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#30, 1868 30c brown issue tied by Genova 1878 duplex cancel to
Manchester, England, b/s Manchester arrival post mark, fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
#31a, 1863 40c rose issue, a horizontal pair tied by boxed numeral
21 cancel, Palermo 22/NOV/69 to New York, boxed PD on face and
other transits, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
#444, 1944 30c dark brown pair tied to ppc by Posta Militare 233 to
Vienna, four different blue Alpine h/s on face. Interesting item, very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
#B15, 1922 60c semi-postal issue with black overprint, fine used.
(photo)
............................................................................................... $2,375.00

142



143



144 

OLTRE GIUBA
127  #E1-2, 1926 Special Delivery set complete, fine mint, lightly hinged.
(photo)
...............................................................................................

$100.00

PAPAL STATES
128  1848 SFL Terni to Calvi, m/s Carabinieri and superb h/s cachet

145

showing Papal Coat of Arms, Carabibniere Pontifici, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00



POLAND
129  #147, 153, 1919 10m brown red and 1921 3m on 40f bright violet

issues along with two semi-offical forerunners of airmail stamps
issued for the Poznan Trade Fair in 1921 tied to cover by Poznan
7.6.21.5 cancels, h/s Pilnie (Urgerntly) and Express label, light vertical
crease does not detract. Attractive item. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00

146 



SWITZERLAND
130  accumulation of Railway Stamps, Zumstein #24/72, twenty fine

131 

132 
133



134 

stamps including the 1920-28 set from 5c to 50fr complete, fine-very
fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$537.25
1871 Frank Stamps for mail of French Soldiers from the Bourbaki
Army interned in Switzerland during the Franco-Prussian war, two
copies different shades, Zumstein #1, 1c, used and unused, very fine
and scarce used. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
#1O1-1O8, 1918 War Board of Trade set complete, light owner's mark
on reverse otherwise very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$822.50
#J1-9, 1878-80 Postage Due set complete, fine used. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$102.45
$102.45
#O1-O18, O37-O47, 1938 Official set complete, very fine mint, never
hinged and 1950 Official set complete, very fine used. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$143.50

147



148



149



150



TRIESTE - ZONE B
135  #RA1, RAJ1, 1948 Postal Tax and Postal Tax Due issues, very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................

$292.50

151 

TUSCANY
136  , 1852 SFL, early railway mail from Florence to Pisa with round black

137

post mark Firenze Strada Ferrata/10.Gen./1852, fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
 1854 SFL, railway mail Firenze to Livorna, h/s red 3 and red Strada
Ferrata Leopolda-Firenze/23.6.1854, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00

152 

153 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
COLLECTIONS & LARGE LOTS
138  Alderney
Alderney,, small mint and used collection of issues 1983-2003
 assembled on album leaves with sets, part sets, singles, and FDC's,
fine-very fine. Catalogue value $218.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
139  Australian Antarctic Territory,
Territory, collection of issues from #L1-L97 housed
in mounts and assembled on album leaves, very fine mint, never
hinged.
...............................................................................................
$268.95
140  British Antarctic Territory,
Territory, collection of issues from 1963-1988 housed
in mounts and assembled on album leaves. Includes #1-15, 20-23,
24, 39-42, 45-59, 64-67, etc., very fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$669.20
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Commonwealth, accumulation of KGV and KGVI covers, mostly
 British Commonwealth,

154



155



OHMS Free Mail, 25 covers 1935 to 1949 from countries like
Ascension, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, British Guiana, Gold Coast,
Ireland, Montserrat, New Zealand, Sierra Leone, Southern Rhodesia,
etc. with and interesting array of usages, destinations, and cancels,
fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
British Commonwealth,
Commonwealth, accumulation of 17 covers from late KGVI
period through QEII from a variety of countries like Bermuda, British
Honduras, Brunei, Ceylon, East Africa, Grenada, Jamaica, Pitcairn, St.
Helena, Western Samoa, etc. Great variety of rates and destinations,
fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
British Commonwealth,
Commonwealth, accumulation of 18 KGVI era covers, mostly in
sets with the odd mint set included as well. Includes GKVI Coronation,
Royal Visits, etc. Note British Pacific area with Australia, New Guinea,
Nauru, Papua, British Africa with Basutoland, Bechuanaland, Southern
Rhodesia, South Africa, South-West Africa, etc. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Dominica,
Dominica, a mint (mainly) and used collection of issues from 18771982 housed in a Scott Specialty album. Useful mint and used earlier
with QV issues , KGV denominations to 4sh, KGVI sets, then looks fairly
complete from 1954 onward with sets and souvenir sheets. Routinely
very fine throughout with much of the later being never hinged. Scott
catalogue $1,103.55.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$300.00
Falkland Islands,
Islands, all mint collection of issues 1860-2005 housed in a
Scott Specialty album. Useful QV and KGV definitive issues, 1938 KGVI
definitives to 2sh6p, 1960 QE definitive set complete, then missing
just a handful of issues from then on. Routinely very fine throughout
and much never hinged. Scott catalogue value $2,170.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$500.00
Great Britain,
Britain, a mint and used collection along with a handful of
covers housed in a pair of Davo albums (one with slipcase), a binder
with GB Windsor pages, in presentation packs, etc. Includes used #1,
3 (2), 11-13, 29 (plates 7-9), 54 (plates 4, 7), 58 (plates 5, 6, 10, 13,
14), 122, 126, range of KEVII and KGV issues with shades, #139,
useful KGV "Britannia" issues to 10sh, #185-86 and much more with
long runs of mint and used commemorative sets. Few scattered faults
to be found but generally fine-very fine and worth a close look.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$500.00
Great Britain,
Britain, 1881 1p lilac, 1,024 fine-very fine used copies, great lot
for the cancel collector. Catalogue value $1,280.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$250.00
Great Britain,
Britain, accumulation of 39 private perfins on issues from QV to
KGVI, higher values with denominations to £1, some mixed condition
though mainly fine-very fine. Catalogue value is $1,150.00+.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
Great Britain,
Britain, accumulation of about 290 covers, mainly First Day
Covers 1966 through 2008 and likely 70% are cacheted and
unaddressed. Gibbons catalogue value for the FDC's alone is over
£1,150, mostly fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
Guyana,
Guyana, all mint collection of issues from 1966-1982 assembled on
Scott album pages. Filled with overprints, complete sets, souvenir
sheets, and routinely very fine. Doesn't need much more to form a
complete collection for the period. Scott catalogue value is $929.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$250.00
India,
India, lovely mint and used collection of issues 1854-1943 with 174
stamps including #2-10, 11-13, 15-18, 50-52, 72-75, etc., fine-very
fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
Isle of Man,
Man, 1986-1993 Railways and Tramways Topical - 12 different
intact booklets plus an additional 12 post cards issued by IOM Post
Office, very fine mint, never hinged. Face value of booklets alone is
£20.64 not counting post cards.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Jamaica,
Jamaica, a mint (mostly) and used collection of issues 1860-2005
housed in a Scott Specialty album. Useful early QV material with
cancels, KGV era with denominations to 5sh, then not missing all that
much from 1953 onward. Routinely very fine throughout. Scott
catalogue value $1,211.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$325.00
New Zealand,
Zealand, accumulation of 42 Semi-postal FDC's from #B8/B117,
35 are prior to 1955. Includes #B8, B10-15, B16-17, B18023, etc,
mostly cacheted with many foreign destinations including lovely B1415 1939 censored to Lebanon with Syria addressing error (both were
separate French mandates during this time period), fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Papua New Guinea,
Guinea, lovely two volume all mint collection of issues
from 1935 through 2010. Loaded with hundreds of sets and souvenir
sheets and a high degree of completion for the period. Includes #114117, 122-136, 139-146, 188-198, 209-220, J7-14, etc. and missing
only a handful of issues to round this out. Routinely very fine with
plenty of never hinged, material.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$750.00
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Homelands, all mint collection of issues from
 South Africa Homelands,

174

Bophuthatswana, 1977-1994, Ciskei 1981-1993, Transkei 19761994, and Venda 1979-1994 assembled on album leaves. Contains
several hundred sets and souvenir sheets with a high degree of
completion in each country for the period covered. Very fine mint, and
mainly never hinged.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$300.00
$300.00
157  South West Africa/Namibia,
Africa/Namibia, all mint collection assembled in album
leaves with South West Africa issues 1935 through 1990 and Namibia
1990 through 2009. Contains over 70 sets and 4 souvenir sheets
from SWA and over 85 sets and 65 souvenir sheets from Namibia,
very fine mint, mainly never hinged.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$450.00
158  South West Africa/Swaziland,
Africa/Swaziland, a mint and used stock selection of
issues from early to modern arranged on stock pages. Note better
values throughout, useful thematics, along with approximately 50 setenant pairs, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
159  Virgin Islands,
Islands, a mint (mostly) and used collection of issues 18801991 housed in a Scott Specialty album. Useful earlier QV, KGV, and
KGVI issues then extensive coverage from 1949 onward. Routinely
very fine and filled with sets and souvenir sheets with much never
hinged. Scott catalogue value $1,060.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$225.00

175

176

177

178

179

GREAT BRITAIN
160  #30, 1869 QV 2p blue, nine copies plates 13, 14, 15 all with Private

180

Perfins, mostly fine used. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$292.50
161  #173, 179, 1913 2sh 6p light brown Britannia issue (5) and 1919 2sh
6p olive brown Britannia issue all with Private Perfins, fine-very fine
used. (photo)
............................................................................................... $1,025.00
162  #222, 223, 1934 2sh 6p brown (4) and 5sh carmine Britannia issues
with Private Perfins, fine-very fine used. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$280.00
163  #1791-95, 1990 Princess Diana issue two full sheet of 100 stamps
with gutter in centre, very fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$150.00
$150.00

181
182



167 
168 
169



184

very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#2, 1855 2p black imperforate Hausberg plate proof block of four
along with a single copy mounted on a Christmas Getting Card from
The Stanley Stamp Co., Vancouver, BC, circa 1950's. Very fine and an
unusual use of the single. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#99, 1901 1p carmine Commerce issue with vertical private overprint
King Edward VII Land, used as a fund-raiser for Shackleton's 1907
expedition, very fine used. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
#164, 1919 3p KGV issue, two imperforate proof blocks of four in
grey-black, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#164, 1919 3p KGV issue, two imperforate proof blocks of four in
grey-black, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#164, 1919 3p KGV issue, two imperforate horizontal and vertical
gummed proof pairs in grey-black, gum creases otherwise very fine
mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$30.00

185
186
187
188

189  huge duplicated accumulation of mint and used Revenues, used
modern issues, and mint and used BNA. Some faults, mostly fine, or
fine-very fine.
.............................................................................................. $2,118.30
190  all mint collection of issues from 1870 through 1967 assembled on
Parliament album pages with a high degree of completion for the
period. Includes ½¢, 1¢ - 5¢, 6¢, 8¢, 10¢ Small Queens, 20¢ Widow
Weeds, Jubilees from ½¢ to 50¢, 1897 Queen Victoria Maple Leaf set
complete,1989 Queen Victoria Numeral set complete, 1903 KEVII set
complete, 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set complete, 1911 Admiral set
complete including all coils, imperforate pairs and provisional's, 1917
and 1927 Confederation and Historical sets complete, 1928 KGV
Scroll set complete with coils, 1930 KGV Maple Leaf set complete with
coils, 1932 KGV Medallion set complete with coils, 1935 KGV Pictorial
set complete with coils, 1942 War issue complete with coils, 1948
Peace set complete, 1951 Fishing Resources issue, and much more.
Routinely fine-very fine throughout. A nice clean collection. (photo)
Est. Realization .................................................................... $2,000.00
191  collection of 11 different PROVINCIAL WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
stamps, issues of 1995 and 1996 in complete sheetlets with
indiviaula catalogue values ranging from $135 to $165, very fine mint,
never hinged.
.............................................................................................. $1,635.00
192  accumulation of plate blocks, 1930's to 1960's (mostly 1950's).
Includes quantity of 1951 Postage Stamp Centenary in quantity, very
fine mint, never hinged.
.............................................................................................. $1,261.35
193  accumulation of modern issues in plate blocks, matched sets, etc.,
very fine mint, never hinged. Face value $1,351.64.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$875.00

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA

172

173

Great Britain,
Britain, five "gently used" Lindner hingeless albums.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
carton full of new and used albums. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
a group of three new stock books and 7 unopened packages of
"Flexo-Grip" stock pages.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
carton full of supplies, some literature. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
carton full of old albums.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Tarifold Display Stand,
Stand, all steel with grey enamel finished base,
complete with two side stops and 30 pockets to hold standard sized
stock sheets. This "gently used" unit retails for $565 new.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00

CANADA COLLECTIONS AND LARGE LOTS

NEWFOUNDLAND
170  a mint and used accumulation of many hundreds of mint and used

171

"Ice Cap News",
News", the quarterly publication of the American Society of
Polar Philatelists, 37 issues between 1998-2012 with other
supplemental information.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
"The Stamp Atlas",
Atlas", Rossiter & Flower, 1986 first edition, hb, 336 ppgs,
a unique assembly of geography, social and political history, and
postal information, like new.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$25.00
Auction Catalogues,
Catalogues, a selection of 5 "Name Sale" catalogues with
Firby's 1997 Arfken Canadian Overseas Letter Rates, Pre-UPU, 2007
Warren S. Wilkinson FIP World Exhibition Gold Medal Collection of
Canadian Postal Rates 1851-1859; Harmer's 2005 Allan L. Steinhart
Collection of Prestamp and Stampless Covers To, From and Through
British North America 1686-1865; and Lee's 1999 Lussey Canadian
Registration Collection 1823-1893, 2003 Harrison Canadian
Registration Collection 1855-1910. Prices realized included.
Est. Realization
$50.00
Realization ....................................................................
BNA Literature,
Literature, 14 different with a wide range of topics.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Canadian Philatelist,
Philatelist, the magazine of The Royal Philatelic Society of
Canada, May 1998 to December 2010 complete.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Philatelic Literature,
Literature, carton full of useful literature relating to the
issues of China, plus UN album and catalogue.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Royal Mail Philatelic Bulletins,
Bulletins, August 2008 through December 2011,
complete.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer

PHILATELIC SUPPLIES
183

NEW ZEALAND
164  #2, 1855 2p black Hausberg plate proof block of four and a single,

166

lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$300.00
 #C3, 1921 35¢ Halifax Air Mail issue, very fine mint, lightly hinged.
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$200.00

PHILATELIC LITERATURE

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH STAMPS
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 #C2, 1915 $1 on 15¢ scarlet Alcock and Brown Flight, very fine mint,

stamps in glassines, album leaves, etc. This is a real "mish-mash" of
material with plenty of useful material tucked away here-and-there.
Plan time for a close look. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
 accumulation of 30 covers issued 1903-1947 with advertising, CAPO,
OHMS, RPO, cancels with Bay Roberts, Brigus, Coastal West TPC,
Royal Landings, etc., fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
 accumulation of 13 post cards paying 1¢ and 2¢ rates, 1907 to 1919
with #80 (5), #87 (3), #104 (4), and #116 (1), fine-very fine and plenty
of cancel interest. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
 Waybill, Mails For Newfoundland via North Sydney, N.S. by Bangor &
Boston R.P.O. m/s dated July 26, 1936 with 4 different Canadian RPO
cancels and 2 different USA RPO cancels on face, reverse with boxed
NFLD. POSTAL BRANCH/JUL 28, 1936/ NORTH SYNDEY, N.S. hand
stamp. Few signs of age but fine-very fine, attractive piece. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
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194  accumulation of modern issues in singles, blocks, sheets, souvenir
sheets, etc. with denominations to $5, very fine mint, never hinged.
Face value $1,350.52.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$850.00
195  accumulation of modern issues in matched sets of plate blocks, single
plate blocks, souvenir sheets, etc., very fine mint, never hinged. Face
value $1,255.86.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$800.00
196  accumulation of used blocks of 4 or 6 with #93, 122 (3), 177, 245 (4),
302, C4 (2), and J10, fine-very fine.
...............................................................................................
$713.00
197  accumulation of 40 modern varieties (paper and perf), includes
#1184a, 1189b, BK111A, plus 1988-1990 Mammal issue plate
blocks with paper varieties. Includes #1174a, 1174i, etc. Useful group
and very fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$662.00
198  all mint collection of issues 1968-2011 assembled in mounts on
Parliament album pages and housed in four volumes. Substantially
complete for the period thus a high "face" value count. Also includes
1994 Annual Souvenir Collection and Newfoundland 1937 "Long"
Coronation set, very fine mint.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$500.00
199  all mint collection of BACK-OF-THE-BOOK issues including #C1-9, CE14, E1-11, F1-2, O1-49, CO1-2, EO1-2, J1-2, J4, J6-10, J11, J13, and
more. Routinely fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$500.00
200  huge accumulation/stock of plate blocks from #275/1348, #B1-12,
#O31/O45 with a tremendous amount of material, includes matched
sets, few souvenir sheets, tagging, etc., with denominations to $2.00.
Routinely very fine mint, never hinged and the owner has included an
inventory along with a catalogue value of $8,497.00.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$500.00
201  all used collection of issues from 1859-2011 plus Newfoundland
assembled on Parliament album pages and housed in 6 volumes.
Includes #14, 15, 17-19, ½¢ to 15¢ Large Queens, ½¢ to 10¢ Small
Queens plus 20¢ and 50¢ Widow Weeds, Jubilees with 1¢ to 5¢, 10¢
to 20¢, 1897 Queen Victoria Maple Leaf set complete, 1898 Queen
Victoria Numeral issue complete, 1903 KEVII issue complete, 1908
Quebec Tercentenary set complete, 1911 Admiral issue complete with
all coils, imperforates and Provisional's, 1917 and 1927 Confederation
and Historical sets complete, 1927 KGV Scroll set complete with coils,
1930 KGV Arch set complete with coils then basically complete to end
of period. There's some missing souvenir sheets in the more recent
issues but on balance an attractive and routinely fine-very fine
collection. The Newfoundland with part sets but still much useful.
Worth a close review.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$450.00
202  Annual Souvenir Collections issued by the Post Office 1978-1988
complete and still in the unopened packaging.
...............................................................................................
$440.00
203  accumulation of 35 different thematic collections issues by the Post
Office from 1971-1993 from #5/63, very fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$351.50
204  a mint (mostly) and used selection of issues from Victorian to modern
housed in glassines and sales cards. Saw high values, plate blocks,
precancels, "face" material and more. Generally fine-very fine with
plenty of never hinged. Owner's catalogue value $2,300.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$300.00
205  all used collection of BACK-OF-THE-BOOK issues including #C1-9, CE14, E1-11, O1-49, O249-262, O268-273, CO1-2, EO1-2, OC1, OE7,
OE10-11, and more. Routinely fine-very fine.
Est. Realization
$300.00
Realization .....................................................................
206  accumulation of Post Office Annual cards and packs 1966-68, 197275, annual souvenir collections 1978-1989. Few earlier are three hole
punched otherwise very fine mint, never hinged.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
207  collection of Victorian issues with 4 Large Queens and over 100 Small
Queens from ½¢ to 10¢. Includes 33 copies of the 2¢ Small Queen all
with printing offset on reverse, imprints, cancels, re-entries, etc.
Interesting group worthy of a close review as we spotted many useful
items.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
208  collection of mint and used in three volumes. Includes 20 different
 miniature panes still in cell-packs with regular and tagging issues, 79
booklet panes from 1963 to the 1974 definitive series, a volume of
Semi-postal issues with FDC's (singles and blocks), various mint and
used issues of #B1-B12, and a volume of used Officials with OHMS
and G overprints, fine-very fine and worth a look.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
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209  a mint and used collection of issues from early to modern assembled
on stock sheets housed in a binder. Used with #4 (faulty), ½¢, 1¢ red
brown, 6¢, 12½¢, and 15¢ Large Queens, 1¢ imperforate single
Small Queen, two 2¢ Small Queens with "kiss print" printing offset on
reverse and Dead Letter Office cancel, 3¢ with Vienna squared circle
cancel, nine copies of the 8¢ Small Queen showing different shades
from pale blue grey to greenish blue grey, precancels with Vancouver
2-150, Brantford #4-284, Ottawa 2-89-I, Yorkton 2-249, Toronto 2-47,
4-89, 3-90-ID, 5-106-ID, violet undated Nassagaweya squared circle
proof strike, same with black Port Maitland SP /01 squared circle
cancel, range of mint with #215, 223, 242 (2), E6, CL48, plus "face"
material. Interesting and varied group worthy of a close look.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
210  collection of socked-on-the-nose steel hammer cds cancels, 1910
through 1998. Over 500 items with RCAF cancels, MPO, RPO, split
rings, etc. Fine-very fine with many higher values.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
211  a useful selection of about 200 Federal and Provincial Revenue issues
assembled in glassines, sales cards, , etc., with a good variety and
modest duplication, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
212  accumulation of 64 items from 10¢ Small Queen (4) to #726 all misperforated resulting in one or more large "wing" margins, one $2
Quebec with magenta colour missing, just fine due to misperforation.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
213  carton full of Post Office issued souvenir items, stamp packs, etc. Very
high original cost and all still in the original packaging. Very fine mint,
never hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
214  accumulation of modern issues with demoninations to $1, very fine
and with the exception of a couple higher value booklets, are
ungummed. Face value stated to be over $100.00.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$30.00
215  accumulation of 68 items from #107b/937 with minor printing shifts
resulting in one or more huge "wing" margins, unusual group with
duplication, and of course only fine used due to the shifts.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$25.00
$25.00

CANADA WHOLESALE
216  #210, 2¢ red brown New Brunswick issue, 30 fine-very fine mint,
never hinged blocks of four.
..............................................................................................
$787.50
217  #237, 1937 Coronation issue accumulation of plate blocks with plate
1 UL (44), LL (45), UR (27), plate 2 UL (129), LL (41), UR (45), finevery fine mint, never hinged.
.............................................................................................. $1,208.15
218  #334/726, bundleware accumulation with #334 (500), 465B (500),
599a (400), 723 (400), 726 (400), fine-very fine used.
.............................................................................................. $1,250.00
219  #334/726, bundleware with #334 (700), 598 (500), 599a (500), and
726 (600), fine-very fine used.
.............................................................................................. $1,010.00
220  #462piv, 10¢ Centennial, W2B, LF, PVA, three complete sheets, very
fine mint, never hinged.
.............................................................................................. $1,125.00
221  #468A, 6¢ orange Centennial issue coil strips of four (10) with wide
spacing in middle pair of each strip, normal included for comparison.
Unlisted, very fine mint, never hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
222  #598/1376, bundleware accumulation with #598 (500), 723 (100),
726 (1500), 1376 (300), fine-very fine used.
.............................................................................................. $1,655.00
223  #599, 599a, 935, $1 Vancouver (1,200) and $1.50 Waterton Lakes
(400, some on piece), fine-very fine.
..............................................................................................
$900.00
224  #599, 600, 726, $1 Vancouver (168), and $1 Fundy (168) all very fine
used with socked-on-the-nose cancels.
..............................................................................................
$210.00
$210.00
225  #599a/1376, accumulation with #599a (400), 723 (500), 726 (600),
and 1376 (300), fine-very fine used.
.............................................................................................. $1,180.00
226  #601, $2 Quebec issue, 100 copies all with socked-on-the-nose
Alberta steel hammer cancels, very fine used.
..............................................................................................
$350.00
227  #601, $2 Quebec issue, 100 copies all with a socked-on-the-nose
Alberta steel hammer cds cancel, very fine used.
..............................................................................................
$350.00
228  #601, $2 Quebec issue, 39 vertical pairs and 2 blocks of four, all very
fine-superb copies, each with a socked-on-the-nose steel hammer
Alberta cds cancel.
..............................................................................................
$301.00
229  #FU41-46, FU47, Federal Unemployment issues, #FU41-46 (100 of
each), FU47 (400), fine-very fine used.
.............................................................................................. $1,625.00

John Sheffield Philatelist Ltd.
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 #YL7-YL12, Yukon Law stamps, 10¢ to $3, ten used sets, fine-very

fine.
...............................................................................................
$830.00
 #YL8-11, Yukon Law stamps in singles and pairs in quantities of 7 to
56 of each, fine-very fine used.
............................................................................................... $1,090.00
 #YL8-11, 25¢ to $2 Yukon Law stamps, 129 on parts of documents,
fine-very fine used.
...............................................................................................
$601.00

CANADA FLOOR SALE LOTS
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volumes.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton filled with on-paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton filled with on-paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton filled with on-paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton filled with on-paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full with 1959-1972 Post Office Souvenir Cards (ex. 1971)
catalogue value $170; 1972 Canada Pictorial Postcards (2 sets), 1973
Domestogrammes and Aerogrammes, plus a handful of UN and USA
covers. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton filled with on-paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of on-paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Offer
carton full of on/off paper mixtures. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
collection of 289 First Day Covers housed in five volumes, issued
1973-1984 and quite likely a complete run, very fine cacheted and
unaddressed.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
collection of 243 First Day Covers housed in six volumes, issued
1985-1995 and quite likely a complete run, very fine cacheted and
unaddressed.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
used accumulation of thousands from Small Queens to modern.
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
collection of 359 First Day Covers issued 1969-1976 housed in four
volumes.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton on-paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton with stamps in binders, stock pages, etc. Includes "face"
material and other useful. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of stamps in albums, stock books, envelopes, etc. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
box of covers, could be some sleepers. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton filled with on-paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of on-paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton on-paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton of on paper mixture plus some worldwide.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton on-paper mixture, includes some world as well.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton filled with on-paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
two cartons full of modern commercial mail.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Offer
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CANADA POSTAL HISTORY

258

Cannington Manor, Forget, Francis, Grenfell, High View, Moose Jaw,
Moosomin, and Wapella, mostly fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
 accumulation of 19 QV Maple Leaf and Numeral illustrated ad covers
1898-1903 with a wide range of material including Manufacturing,
Cigarettes and Tobacco, Dry Goods, Farm Machinery, etc., along with
flag, machine and town cancels, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization
$200.00
Realization .....................................................................
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 a group of 30 SMALL QUEEN covers with 1¢ and 3¢ frankings.

 collection of 277 First Day Covers issued 1976-1982 housed in four

234

246

259

Includes advertising, registered, split rings, towns, transatlantic, etc.
Mostly fine-very fine with plenty of small town cancels. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
accumulation of 52 covers from Small Queens through KGVI. Includes
6¢ Small Queen on 1883 oversized cover Halifiax to Montreal,
Squared Circle cancels on QV Jubilee, Leaf and Numeral issues as well
as QV Postal Envelopes, advertising, town cancels, etc., etc. Few with
faults but mostly fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
accumulation of 540+ First Day Covers issued 1974-1987 from
#644/1138 with a high degree of completion. Includes singles,
blocks, and plate blocks with denominaitons to $5, very fine cacheted
and unaddressed.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
selection of KGV Pictorial issues on 7 covers (three registered) and 3
postcards, 1935 to 1947 with various rates and destinations like
Estonia, Germany, etc., fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
accumulation of 24 Victorian era covers, Small Queens to Numerals.
Includes advertising, town cancels, ½¢ Small Queen (imprint) single
usage cover, P4 to England, and more, mostly fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
a selection of 12 illustrated advertising covers KGV and KGVI era with
Hotels (7) and Food Processing (5), very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
a group of 13 KGV Scroll issue rate covers 1929 to 1931. Includes
destinations, markings (DLO, Returned For Better Direction, etc.), RPO,
cc advertising, etc. Fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
accumulation of First Day Covers issued 1987-1999 between
#1139/1804 with about 490 covers in all. Franked with singles and
plate blocks, some souvenir sheets, etc., and some still in the original
packages from the Post Office. Very fine, cacheted and unaddressed.
Some earlier "pharmaceutical" FDC's included as well but not counted
in total.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
nice group of six modern rate covers 1975-1983 to foreign
destinations with 15¢, 20¢, 60¢, 68¢, and 76¢ rates to Ethiopia,
Falkland Islands, Guernsey, Indonesia, Ivory Coast, and Montserrat,
fine-very fine and a great group of rate changes. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
accumulation of over 200 KGV Admiral era covers. Includes
advertising, registered, rates, Western Canada town cancels, etc.
Some cut down at left but many very fine items are also present.
Worth the time for a close look. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
a group of 12 STAMP DEALER covers 1889-1900, with various Small
Queen, QV Leaf and Numeral issues, all with cc or illustrated
advertising, two are registered, few faults, mostly fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
a group of 50 different covers or post cards with small town post office
cancels that later became part of Toronto. From Agincourt to Yorkville,
1892-1955, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
accumulation of QE ERA RATE COVERS to foreign destinations, 93
items with an extensive selection of 2¢ to $1.20 rates. Destinations
include Austria, Belgium, Canal Zone, Columbia, France, Germany,
Hong Kong, Netherlands, NZ, Sweden, Switzerland, etc. Includes 4
"philatelically franked" registered covers to Columbia, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
accumulation of 10 registered AR CARDS 1929 to 1937 franked with
#146/221. Rates include 6¢, 10¢, and 12¢ with seven having
multiple stamp frankings. Fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$125.00
a group of 8 pre-1900 stampless covers to or from Ottawa. Includes
Official Free Endorsements, House of Commons, Public Works,
Missent, etc., fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$125.00
exhibition collection of EASTER ARCTIC PATROL R.M.S. NASCOPIE
covers (13) from 1935-37 with cancels from Craig Harbour, Lake
Horbour, Pangnirtung, Pond's Inlet, and Port Harrison. Also a Norman
Wells 1959 cover and 1992 Mount Logan Expedition cover signed by
all members of the expedition. Also includes maps showing the stops
made by R.M.S. Nascopie, very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
accumulation of a few hundred items from Victorian onward. Includes
a range of QV postal stationery cards, early to modern picture post
cards, postage due notices, etc., mostly priced in sleeves. Generally
fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
accumulation of 43 covers with FLAG CANCELS,
CANCELS all but three are
Victorian era with various Hamilton, Montreal, Ottawa, and Toronto
cancels, plus Saskatoon and Windsor in the later, 1930's issues,
mostly fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
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 a group of 5 KGV 1939-41 Pictorial issues on foreign covers to
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England with 30¢, 40¢, and 60¢ rates. Includes Air Mail, cc
advertising, censored, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
accumulation of five KGV Admiral issue rate covers1923-30 with 2¢ to
England, 4¢ to England, 5¢ to Germany, 8¢ to Sweden, and 10¢ to
Holland, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
accumulation of KGVI rate covers to foreign destinations, 16 items to
Australia (2), England, France (7), Germany (2, one to Russian Zone),
Ireland, New Zealand, and Switzerland (2). Saw many better
combinations, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
accumulation of 9 registered covers, one AR card 1943-47 franked
with KGVI War issues with domestic registered rates 10¢, 13¢, 14¢,
16¢, and 22¢, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
a group of 4 KGV 1935 Pictorial issue rate covers 1936-37 with one
domestic and foreign destinations Argentina, England, and Nyasaland,
fine-very fine. (photo)
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
accumulation of 50 covers from Small Queens to QE though mostly
earlier. Includes coloured cancels, slogans (7), postage due, DLO,
RPO, etc. Some mixed condition though mostly fine or better.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
accumulation of a few hundred items priced and in sleeves. Includes
FDC's, OHMS, Military, registered, etc. and mainly from the 1930's
onward. Generally fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
a group of nine AR Cards 1923-1931 with various combinations of
Admirals payong 10¢ rates. Five single use frankings with #118, three
with four stamp franings with #107, 109, 163 and one single usage to
New Mexico with #117, all with Western Canada cancellations, finevery fine. (photo)
Est. Realization
$100.00
Realization .....................................................................
a group of 1950 10¢ Fur Resources rate covers, 7 covers 1951-54
with various Air Mail rates to Argentina (2), Czechoslovakia, and
France (4, three registered), fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
a group of WWII OHMS FREE MAIL,
MAIL 10 covers 1940-45 and one later.
Includes an outstanding OHMS cover which has been printed on a
recycled piece of paper (contents visible and readable on inside of
envelope), enclosure about a USA Money Order not cashable in
Canada. Othgeres with various FREE cancels, OHMS, etc. fine-very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
collection of WWII CENSORED HMCS NAVAL MAIL,
MAIL 14 covers 1940 to
1946 addressed to Crew aboard named or numbered HMCS Ships,
censored with ship censored cancels, 10 different ships plus small
circular on how to address mail to HMCS, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization
$100.00
Realization .....................................................................
accumulation of 100+ covers from stampless to QE era with good
variety of towns (note plenty of Essex County), advertising, registered,
etc. Mostly fine-very fine and worth a close review.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
accumulation of eight KGVI MUFTI ISSUE RATE COVERS 1937-42 with
Letter and Air Mail rates (two Passed for Export), with destinations
England, Norway, Sweden, USA, etc., fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
accumulation of 69 covers all with FLAG CANCELS,
CANCELS 1897-1981, a few
earlier (3) are fronts. There's 21 different cities represented and the
majority are from the 1930's with good variety. Mostly fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
a group of 8 OHMS Perfin and G overprint Official covers 1940 to
1959. Includes #O269 on AR card, single use #O242 on 1940
registered cover, #O31, O39 on Air Mail Special Delivery cover and
other registered covers, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
a group of three KGV Scroll issue registered covers, 1929-30 with
various rates including 18¢ with #150 (2), 152 on 10¢ registered
Letter envelope; 12¢ with #150, 153 (2), and 13¢ with #144, 146,
and 149 (3) to England, various b/s incluing RPO, fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization
$75.00
Realization .....................................................................
accumulation of 29 covers 1948 to 1994 with 3 different unusual
rated AR cards, 5 ad covers 1953-60, 8 Karsh and Wilding registered
covers (25¢, 31¢), and others, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
a group of 10 AIR MAIL RATE COVERS 1930 to 1945, one domestic,
one to USA and the balance to foreign destinations including England
(6), Newfoundland, British East Africa, etc., fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
accumulation of 10 FIRST FLIGHT COVERS,
COVERS June 24, 1939 (5), August
10, 1939 (5) with 30¢ rates (one to Kenya), and one 9¢ short paid
with 12¢ Postage Due stamps on reverse, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
-12-
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COVERS franked with #91/146, various legs of the flight along with an
article from The Canadian Philatelist on postal regulations, etc. for this
historic flight, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
a group of four SMALL QUEEN O.H.M.S. COVERS,
COVERS three with 1¢ and
one with 3¢ issues, squared circle, RPO and cds cancels, very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
a group of 4 registered covers 1929 to 1934 plus four AR cards from
the same period. Includes #197, 198 (2), 199, and 202 (2) on a duo
of 13¢ registered OHMS covers, #147 on single franking 1930
registered cover to the USA, AR cards with #153, and 155 (2 each),
fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
unused multicoloured patriotic cover "Hotel Carls-Rite, Toronto,
Canada" shows a pair of Union Jack flags, the Carls-Rite Hotel, the
Walker House, and Tobogganing in High Park, very fine attractive item.
Opens to show the hotel menu and wine list. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
a group of three illuistrated ad covers for Fruit Distributors showing
Bananas, #108 (1919), #197 (1934, and #233 (1937), one with
illustrated on both sides, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
accumulation of 45 POSTAGE DUE COVERS & POSTCARDS,
POSTCARDS 1910 to
1990, ten have postage due stamps affixed, 12 items from foreign
countries to 7 Short Paid CPO Cards, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
accumulation of 18 Canada Post items 1900 to 1990 including Mail
Re-direction cards (3 paying $1.50, $10 and $15), 3 different Change
of Address cards, 1935 Election Voting Card from Duncan, BC, 1955
Post Office Inspector cover, Money Order cover 1900 marked "Free,"
1908 OHMS Notice of Undelivered Publication card, and various
OHMS or registered CPO covers 1932-1046, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization
$75.00
Realization ....................................................................
a group of three NOVA SCOTIA PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION multicoloured
illustrated ad covers 1935, 1937 and 1938, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
accumulation of 25 different sets of commemorative post cards
issued by the Post Office from 1971 on and may well be a complete
run of these items, very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
accumulation of modern mainly unused Postal Stationery with several
hundred items including 1973 Floral Aerogrammes and
Domestogrammes, 1971 Pictorial post cards, both #8 and #10 sized
envelopes, and more. Original cost likely over $125.00, very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
a group of nine CANADIAN FORCES COVERS 1957 to 1977 from
various United Nations missions including Israel, Italy, Syria, CFPO
112, and Joint Staff London, England, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
accumulation of likely one hundred or so pieces of postal stationery,
mostly unused from Victorian onward, includes envelopes cards,
certified mail, UPU Coupons, Aerogrammes, etc. all in pristine
condition.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
accumulation of 14 AIRMAIL SQUADRON COVERS,
COVERS 1974 to 1982, all
cacheted and signed by either pilot, navigator or squadron leader from
ten different squadrons, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
a group of three WESTERN FAIR illustrated ad covers 1934, 1936 and
1937 and reverse with "All roads lead to London - Western Ontario's
distributing centre" and map of southern Ontario, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
accumulation of 8 POSTAGE DUE items 1970 to 1985 with 5 covers
and 3 Postage Due Receipts (26¢, 64¢, and 88¢) Includes Request
For Additional Delivery label on cover with 28¢ Postage Due, unused
RAD label, etc. Nice group, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
a group of six WWII CENSORED COVERS 1940 to 1943 all with censor
tape. Mostly foreign destinations franked with Mufti or War issues,
includes 3¢ to USA (2), 3¢, 30¢, 60¢ to England (3), and 5¢ to
Sweden, fine-very fine.
Est.
$50.00
Est. Realization ....................................................................
small selection of 32 CPC issued First Day commemorative covers
2002-2012 with catalogue value totaling $204 and all-over illustrated
front and back, unaddressed and very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
a group of 8 PEACE ISSUE covers 1947 to 1949 to various foreign
destinations. Includes $1.20 Air Mail rate to Sweden, 30¢ Air Mail rate
to Switzerland, 15¢ and 30¢ Air Mail rates to England, 25¢ Air Mail
rate to New Zealand (front only), 15¢ Air Mail rate to France and a duo
of 10¢ Air Mail rates to Bermuda, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00

John Sheffield Philatelist Ltd.
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329  Walkerville, Ont.,
Ont. a collection of 9 covers from stampless onward,
maninly earlier with advertising, fancy cancels, registered, etc., along
with private perfins (22) for Park Davis & Co., and Walkerville &
Leamington M.C. W/MR 10/96 (O-424) on 3¢ Small Queen and Walk.
& Sarnia R.P.O. 18/JA 16/35 (O-425A) on 3¢ KGV Medallion issue,
fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00



YORK COUNTY
330  York County,
County, a group of 39 different Post Offices on covers and post
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1930 North Battleford to Bahamas with postage due T20 in circle,
three OHMS post cards regarding First Flight cachet notifications, post
card with Patricia Airways map, 1934 OHMS cover and CPO contents
regarding First Flight Fond-du-Lac plus Oct 1998 Firby auction
catalogue which featured Semi-Official Airmails, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
a group of three 2¢ UPU Rate postal cards (#UX4a, b, c) to Belgium
1895, (repaired), England 1889, and France 1891, fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
miscellaneous assortment of covers from 1940's onward, saw
commercial mail, plenty of FDC's, etc. and who knows what other
surprises are in here, about 100+ items.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
HOUSE OF COMMONS CANCELS on a trio of stamps, C in circle on 6¢
Small Queen, 2¢ and 5¢ Queen Victoria Numeral issues (#43, 77, 79),
fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
a group of three HAMILTON BEACH, ONT cancels, with 1¢ Edward AU
13 05 ppc, 1¢ green Admiral JY 30 13 ppc, and 2¢ + 1¢ brown
Admiral War Tax JY 3 17 cover, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
10¢ Parliament Buildings (#257) and 20¢ Corvette (#260) on
PRISONER
PRISONER OF WAR MAIL,
MAIL Base A.P.O.MAR 17/1943 (Internment Camp
21) to Austria. Contents written in German, blackout censored
message, fine-very fine (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00

cards, offices from Amber to Vivian (no Toronto), Victorian to QEII era
and fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00

CANADA STAMPLESS COVERS
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U.C., (Essex) a group of 4 stampless covers all with
 Amherstburg U.C.,
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320  marvelous collection of 166 covers from 58 different Post Offices
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Service Includes
 a group of six items relating to Air Mail First Flight Service.

running from stampless to QE era though mostly earlier and saw
advertising, rates, registered, etc. Includes Albuna, Arner, Auld, Belle
River, Blytheswood, Canard River, Chevalier, Chalmers, Comet,
Comber, Colchester, Cottam, Edgars Mills, Elmstead, Emeryville,
Essex, Essex Centre, Gordon, Jackson Corners, Maidstone, McGregor,
New Canaan, Mersea, North Malden, North Ridge, Ojibwa, Oldcastle,
Olinda, Oxley, Paquette Station, Petite Cote, Lasalle, Lukerville, Luttrell,
Pointe-Aux-Roches, Point Pelee, Pike Creek, Pleasant Park, Puce, River
Canard, Rochester, Roseland, Ruscom Station, Ruthven, Ryegate, St.
Joachim, St. Joachim River Ruscom, South Woodslee, Staples, Stoney
Point, Tecumseh, Tilbury, Windfall, and Woodslee. There's also stamps
with cds cancels from some of the Post Offices like nice Comber
squared circle. In addition to the postal history there is "a ton" of
information that should be in an archive as it includes maps, pictures,
clippings, postmaster information, etc. about the county, towns and
individuals. Routinely fine-very fine throughout. A lifetime collection!
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$500.00
Ont. a collection of 78 covers from Victorian to modern
 Windsor, Ont.,
including advertising, commemorative events, postage due,
registered, etc. along with 83 stamps having Windsor squared circle or
c`ds cancels, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$300.00
Ont. collection of 46 covers from stampless (3) to KGVI with
 Windsor, Ont.,
advertising, registered, squared circles, coloured cancels, and more.
Also has a wealth of historical information about the city, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$250.00
Ont. a group of 27 covers from stampless to QE era,
 Leamington, Ont.,
includes good range of Small Queen shades, advertising, registered,
Postage Due, etc., generally fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
Ont. a group of 26 covers from Small Queens onward
 Pelee Island, Ont.,
including advertising, registered, inbound mail, etc., along with a
hostoricla information on the Island, Postmasters, and more. Nice
clean group.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
Ont. a collection of 12 covers, stampless to QE era with three
 Harrow, Ont.,
stampless, five Small Queens (registered, drop rates), KEVII, etc.,
mostly fine-very fine.
Est. Realization
$150.00
Realization .....................................................................
 Kingsville, Ont., a group of 22 covers from stampless (6) to QE
includes advertising, registered, etc. along with information on the
town, postmasters and more, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
Ont. a collection of 21 covers from Small Queens
 Amherstburg, Ont.,
(1871) to QE assembled on exhibition pages. A wide range of cancels
and destinations plus advertising, registered, and other interesting.
Additionally there is a wealth of informaton about the history of the
town, and the Postmasters, fine-very fine. (see other Amherstburg
covers elsewhere in this sale). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
U.C. a collection of 13 covers from stampless (4) to QE era
 Sandwich, U.C.,
with postage due, registered, etc., fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
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double split rings in red or blue, 1852, 1854, 1857, and 1864,
various rates and markings, one is to Vermont, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$60.00
Amherstburg, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex) SFL with red m/s Free and mailed March
21, 1826 to Wm. Hands, Sandwich (as Hands was the Postmaset the
letter could legally be mailed "free"), contents dated 9th Febr, 1826
and deal with the siezure of some merchandise on Talbot Road, finevery fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
Amherstburg, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex) black double split ring m/s dated 5 July
1834 to Toronto, m/s Money and m/s rated 2/9, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$90.00
Amherstburg, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex) red double split ring JUN 23 1983 to
Montreal, , m/s Money and m/s rated 6/8 with red h/s PAID and
MONEY LETTER, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
Amherstburg, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex) red double split ring OCT 8 1840 to
Toronto, m/s Money and m/s rated 2/9, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
Amherstburg, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex ) red double ring cancel m/s dated 20th
June 1839 to Hamilton, m/s rated 11 and h/s red PAID, fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
Amherstburg, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex) red double split ring AUG 8 1845 to
Montreal, m/s rated 1/8 and m/s On H.M. Service, from the Customs
House, Amherstburg with Crown seal on reverse and red Montreal Aug
14 1845 double split ring, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Bothwell, U.C.,
U.C., (Kent), black double split ring cancel OC 10/1858 to
Detroit, m/s Paid and red h/s PAID 6, red oval CANADA/10/CENTS,
b/s Windsor, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Canada,
Canada, a group of 8 stampless covers with various rates and
markins. Includes Wilmot, NS 1855, Kerry, CW 1868, Chatham, UC
1868, Galt, UC 1843, Eglinton, UC, 1859, and others, fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
Canada,
Canada, a group of 9 stampless covers with various rates and
markings. Includes red Centreville, CW 1855, red Raleigh, UC 1849,
red Paid at Quebec with Crown, Thamesford, UC 1862, Oxford Centre
1864, Hamilton 1839, and others, mostly fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
Canada,
Canada, a group of 5 stampless covers with Kingston 1822 O.H.M.S.,
Prescott 1839, Blackville, NB 1950, St. Andrews, NB 1841, Guelph
1841 with various rates and markings, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
Colchester, U.C.,
U.C., a collection of 29 stampless covers mainly 1850's
era with both inbound from the United States and outgoing (to, from,
or through) with various rates and markings, mostly fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$250.00
Gosfield, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex) red double split ring m/s dated 11/June/43 to
Montreal, m/s rate 1/8 and h/s red PAID, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Massawippi, L.C.,
L.C., (Stanstead) pretty little embossed Ladies envelope
with blue Massawippi LC SP 26/1857 double split ring cancel to
Stevens Point, Wisconsin, h/s blue PAID 6 and h/s red PAID and red
oval CANADA/10/CENTS, b/s Montreal and Windsor, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
Mersea, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex) black double split ring m/s dated 27th Aug 1844
to Montreal, m/s rated 1/8 and h/s red PAID, b/s red Montreal double
split ring SEP 4/1844, small ink stain otheresie fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Montreal,
Montreal, SFL dated 27 June 1843 with 1s. 2d. Stg.1/s 4d. Cy postage
prepaid. Sent via Quebec City and the Unicorn to Pictou, N.S., thence
to Halifax and carried by the Margaret (in place of the shipwrecked
Columbia), to London, England, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
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U.C., (Essex) hand delivered cover with contents dated
 Petite Cote, U.C.,







April 6, 1821 to William Hands, Sandwich (Hands was the
Postmaster), couple repaired tears otherwise fine-very fine and nice
early item. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Rochester, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex) black double split ring AP/18 then m/s dated
22/72 (April 22, 1872) to Toronto, m/s rated 5¢ h/s PAID, h/s
REGISTERED and h/s boxed REGISTERED/G.W.R. on both front and
back with G.W.R. West AP 22/72 on reverse, tiny nick in lower left
otherwise fine-very fine (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
Saint Johns, U.C.,
U.C., (Welland) SFL with black double circular SAINT
JOHNS U.C. cancel m/s dated 8/APL/52 to Sandwich, CW, m/s Paid
beside cancel and h/s PAID and m/s rated 3, b/s red Port Robinson,
black Hamilton, London and red Sandwich, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
Sandwich U.C,
U.C, (Essex) SFL m/s dated 6 Jany 1806 and m/s rate 2/8
to York, reverse with b/s type 1 STRAIGHT LINE cancel
SANDWICH/7JAN1806, (Essex) tiny repair on reverse otherwise very
fine and scarce. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
Sandwich U.C.,
U.C., (Essex) SFL with red double split ring Sandwich U.C. JU
17 1851 to Toronto, m/s Money and Paid, h/s red Money Letter, oval
red PAID 6D, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Sandwich, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex) SFL to London, England, m/s rated in red paid
to Quebec 1/10½, b/s type 2 STRAIGHT LINE cancel
SANDWICH/26JUL 1821 (the 26 and 1821 m/s in red), boxed
DEAL/SHIPLETTER, fine-very fine and scarce. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
Sandwich, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex) SFL contents dated July 27, 1833 and m/s
Free. Contents indicate that the letter was authored by Wm Hands
(Postmaster) and sent to Miles McFarland in the Township of Zone,
U.C. The response was written and signed by Miles Farland (note
difference is spelling). He was instructed to have the response
processed by the Postmaster at Mosa, and there is a Mosa 8 written
on the inner flap. Postage was marked FREE since the letter was
transferred between Postmasters. Back of cover reads Zone 27 July
1833/Miles McFarland/Absentee Lands, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
$200.00
Sandwich, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex) SFL with red Sandwich APR 22 1840 to
Nelson, U. Canada, contents dated Detroit 22 April, 1840 the letter
was likely carried "By Favor" and entered the Canadian postal system
at Windsor as the cover has /m/s via Windsor U.C. on face, m/s rated
11. No American postage shown, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Sandwich, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex) SFL with Sandwich AP/13 red double split ring
to Toronto, m/s O.H.M.S., m/s Money and m/s rated 1 1/4 oz 4/7 and
m/s red M, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Sandwich, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex) SFL with Sandwich Jan/20 red double split
ring to Toronto, m/s rated 11 and m/s OHMS. Contents dated Jany 21,
1836 from the Customs Inspector (also Postmaster at the time), very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Windsor, C.W.,
C.W., (Essex), SFL with red STRAIGHT LINE cancel WINDSOR
C.W./1 MAR 1844 to Markham, m/s rated 11½, faint blue Detroit
Mich MAR 2 cancel on front and no evidence of US postage so likely
carried "by favor" to Windsor and placed in postal system, fine-very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
Windsor, C.W.,
C.W., (Essex), SFL with red STRAIGHT LINE cancel WINDSOR
C.W./10 OCT 1845 to Montreal, m/s rated 1/8, b/s red Montreal NOV
3/1845, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Windsor, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex), small Ladies envelope mailed from Spring
Arbor, Michigan on November 5, 1850, passed into Canada with red
Windsor NO 6, 1850 double slit ring cancel to London, m/s paid 5 for
US postage to border then m/s 9 for postage to London, bit of damage
to flap otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
Windsor, U.C.,
U.C., (Essex), SFL with blue Detroit AUG/26 cancel likely
carried by favor to Windsor, red Windsor AUG 27/1846 double split
ring cancel to Goderich, m/s rated 9, b/s London, Goderich, fine-very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
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 #EN43, EN50, 3¢ letter rate, fancy cancel Upper Stewiacke PM/FE

1/32 to New York and #220, 222 paying 14¢ registered letter rate
Upper Stewiacke PM/OC 29/36 to Halifax, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
 #P15, 2¢ vermilion UPU postal card Kingston JY 19/99 to Munich,
Bavaria woth Wolfratshausen receiver on face, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization
Realization .....................................................................
$40.00
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 #P15, 2¢ vermilion UPU postal card Montreal FEB 22/18 - 0/1898 to

Berlin, Germany, Bestellt/vam/Postamte 19/4.3.98/b receiver on
face, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$35.00
#P15, 2¢ vermilion UPU postal card Montreal AUG 20/18 - 0/1897
flag cancel to Paris, France, Paris receiver on face, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$35.00
#P15, 2¢ vermilion UPU postal card with Montreal MAR 22/13 0/1899 flag cancel to Dijon, France, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization
$35.00
Realization ....................................................................
#P15, 2¢ vermilion UPU postal card Quebec 4/SP 23/98 duplex
cancel to Loire, France with Loire receiver on face, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$35.00
#P15, 2¢ vermilion UPU postal card Toronto JUL 15/5 PM/97 numeral
1 duplex cancel to Liege, Belgium then forwarded to Luxembourg,
Liege receiver on face, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$35.00
#P15, 2¢ vermilion UPU postal card Montreal MAR 19/10 - 0/1897
flag cancel to London, England, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization
$30.00
Realization ....................................................................
#P15, 2¢ vermilion UPU postal card pen cancelled to Birmingham,
England with Birmingham 11:55 AM/AP 19/00 receiver on face, very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$30.00
#P15, 2¢ vermilion UPU postal card Quebec 4/DE 30/98 duplex
cancel to Gotha, Germany, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$30.00
#P15, 2¢ vermilion UPU postal card Ottawa MR 12/97 squared circle
cancel to Plymouth, England and bold Plymouth numeral 620 receiver
on face, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization
$25.00
Realization ....................................................................
#P15, 2¢ vermilion UPU postal card Quebec 2/JY 15/99 duplex to
Paris, France, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$25.00
#P18, 1897 1¢ rose carmine, unused illustrated Stamp Dealer card,
"The Jubilee Stamp Co., Smith's Falls, Ont.", very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$25.00
#P21, 2¢ blue UPU postal card St. Hyacinthe OC 10/99 duplex cancel
to Bombay, India with various transits, Sea Post Office, etc. on face,
m/s Not Known, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
#P21, 2¢ blue UPU postal card Georgetown ?? 98 squared circle
cancel to Australia, b/s Victoria, BC transit, Melbourne and Alexandra,
Victoria receivers, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
#P21, 2¢ blue UPU postal card Montreal MAR 26/9 - PM/1903
machine cancel to Utrecht, Holland, Utrecht receiver on face, very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
#P4, 2¢ yellow green UPU postal card Vancouver PM/MY 17/92 to
Yokohama, Japan, m/s via San Francisco, b/s Yokohama
receiver,couple trivial tiny toning spots otherwise very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$125.00
#P4, 2¢ yellow green UPU postal card Quebec 2/AU 28/94 to Buenos
Aires, Argentina, New York transit on face and b/s Argentina receiver,
bit of toning but still attractive item, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
#P4, 2¢ yellow green UPU postal card Toronto DE 12/1 AM/85 to
Milan, Italy. Tiny paper adhesion on face at left side otherwise very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#P4, 2¢ yellow green UPU postal card Halifax 1/DE 7/91 to St. John's,
Newfoundland with St. John's b/s, light corner crease at top right
otherwise very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
#P4, 2¢ yellow green UPU postal card Toronto JAN 7/6 PM/86
numeral 1 duplex cancel to Berne, Switzerland with Bern 21.1.86.X
receiver on face, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$35.00
#P4, 2¢ yellow green UPU postal card Halifax 2/OC 4/79 (early date)
to London, England with red London receiver on face, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$35.00
#P4, 2¢ yellow green UPU postal card Winnipeg 6/JY 21/94 squared
circle cancel to Montreal with b/s Montreal split ring receiver, very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$25.00
#P4, 2¢ yellow green UPU postal card Toronto APL 18/2 PM/82
number 1 duplex cancel to Rotterdam, Holland with Rotterdam
receiver on face.Light horizontal crease does not detract, fine-very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$25.00
#P4, 2¢ yellow green UPU postal card Toronto JUL 18/88 duplex
cancel to Leith, Scotland, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$25.00
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 #P4, 2¢ yellow green UPU postal card Niagara Falls JY 2/91 to Keil,
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Germany, Hamilton transit and Kiel receiver on face, very fine. (photo)
$25.00
Est. Realization .....................................................................
#P4, 2¢ yellow green UPU postal card Toronto JUL 28/12 AM/93 to
Wein, Austria, Wein receiver on face, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
#P4, 2¢ yellow green UPU postal card Joliette, Que NO 28/88 to
Brusselles, Belgium with Bruxelles receiver on face, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
#P4, 2¢ yellow green UPU postal card Toronto MAR 19/2 PM/85
duplex cancel to Amsterdam, Holland with Amsterdam receiver on
face, trivial soiling though still fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
#P4, 2¢ yellow green UPU postal card Niagara Falls MY 23 95 to
Camden, New Jersey with Camden May 25/6 AM/95 receiver on face,
very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
Toronto, Ont.,
Ont., a group of 27 postal stationery cards 1890-1894 all
addressed to Toronto Street Commissioner with various complaints
having to do with garbage, roads, etc. (some things never change!),
fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
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and run from KEVII through the 1940's, fine-very fine.
$300.00
Est. Realization .....................................................................
collection of 189 ONTARIO post cards 1905 to 1950's, 25 are real
photo cards, lots of small towns, street scenes, etc. Mostly fine-very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
Vancouver, B.C.,
B.C. accumulation of 67 real photo post cards, 1920's to
1940's in sleeves with retail prices from $10 to $35. Lots of useful
here and mostly very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
Vancouver, B.C.,
B.C. accumulation of 144 post cards 1905 to 1940's with
marked retail prices up to $15 or more, mostly fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
Harrison Hot Springs, B.C.,
B.C. accumulation of 123 post cards 1905 to
about 1950's, majority show the Hot Springs Hotel including the
original Saint Alice Hotel building, several lake scenes, 52 are real
photo cards, mostly very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
Stanley Park, Vancouver,
Vancouver accumulation of 118 post cards, 1905 to
1950's, 32 are real photo cards, hand tinted, mostly very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
accumulation of 16 picture post cards, both b/w and colour, KEVII and
KGV era with a variety of scenes, streets, etc. few Ontario, mainly
Manitoba and Quebec, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
a group of 5 post cards for The Canadian National Exhibition,
Exhibition all but
one are earlier with views of Exhibition Place (3), Exhibition slogan
cancels (2), Toronto Exposition Cancel (1), and Canadian National
Exhibition cancel (1), very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00

PATRIOTIC POST CARDS
400  a selection of 27 (25 different) Warwick Bro's & Rutter cards from the
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Crossed Flags and Canada Crest series, fine-very fine. (photo)
$150.00
Est. Realization .....................................................................
a selection of 23 cards with various publishers, scenes includes
buildings, politicians, streets, warships, etc., fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
a selection of 16 (15 different) cards from a variety of publishers,
scenes include Ships, Military, Towns, Rivers, etc., fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
a selection of 12 different Warwick Bro's & Rutter cards from the
Lifebuoy & Flags series, each card picturing a ship, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
accumulation of 32 different cards from various publishers, scenes
include Buildings, Greetings, Streets, Town scenes, Military figures,
etc., fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
a selection of 28 (27 different) Valentine and Sons postcards from the
"Canadian Homestead Life" series, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
a selection of 17 (14 different) Warwick Bro's & Rutter cards from the
Canadian Ensign and Provincial Crests series, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization
$75.00
Realization .....................................................................
BOER WAR card showing Canadian Infantry with Oliver Equipment,
franked with 1¢ KEVII, Quebec SEP 29/10-PM/1905 machine cancel,
very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
a selection of 9 (7 different) Warwick Bro's & Rutter cards from the
Scenes in Canadian Flag series, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
-15-

From Toronto, Stratford, and Best Wishes From Kingston, London,
Paris, and Canada with Hunting Scenes, Lake Scenes, Snow Scenes,
fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
a selection of 8 A.H. Cooper cards with Brock's Monument Queenston
Heights, Queenston Ontario; City Hall, Toronto; Creek, Rosedale
Ravine, Toronto; Iceboating on the Bay, Toronto; Lakeside Home,
Island, Toronto; Mill Race, Don Valley, Toronto; Munro Park, Toronto;
and Portrait King Edward VII "The Peacemaker," fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
a selection of 5 different Warwick Bro's & Rutter cards from the Crest
and View Framed by Maple Leaf series, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
a selection of 5 different Aristophot cards from the Canadian Flag and
Two Shields series (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
BOER WAR card showing Canadian Calvary, Artillery and N.W. Mounted
Police, franked with 1¢ KEVII, Quebec 22/SP 20/05 duplex, very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00

CANADA POSTAL ARTIFACTS
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 a selection of 9 (8 different) Valentine & Sons cards with Greetings

414  "POSTAL INFORMATION 1930," issued by the Deputy Postmaster
General, 24 page booklet lays out the postal guidelines for 1930.
Front cover depicts Air Mail stamp. Attractive and clean item! (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00

CANADA PLATE BLOCKS
415  #601ii, $2 Quebec issue, plate 2 upper left, five plate blocks with
"plane in sky" variety, very fine mint, never hinged.
..............................................................................................
$475.00
416  #1250ii, 1989 38¢ Infantry Regiments issue, lower left plate block,
very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$250.00

CANADA BOOKLETS AND PANES
417

#BK1 (ex), Victoria Booklet information with PAPER MAKERS
WATERMARK "LUMBIA" (Columbia) Unrecorded! Plus covers (soiled)
and other information page from same booklet and others of the same
issue. Most unusual and a "must have" addition to any booklet
collection or exhibit. Inspect!
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00

STAMPS
1851-1859 PENCE ISSUES
418

 #4, 3d red with wide to just touching margins at right tied by 4 ring 41

cancel and black Sandwich U.C. AP 9 1859 double split ring cancel
(Essex) to Waterdown, C.W., b/s Hamilton, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00

1859-1864 FIRST CENTS ISSUES
419

 #14, 1¢ rose with a bold 4 ring 15 cancel (Guelph, RF 8), couple trivial
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tears at lower perfs otherwise fine-very fine used with a very attractive
strike. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#15, 5¢ vermilion issue, the "rock in waterfall" variety, pen canceled
with St. Jerome C.E. AP 25/65 split ring cancel, b/s Montreal, Quebec,
fine-very fine. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$850.00
#15, 5¢ red issue tied by 4 ring 50 (Windsor) double struck cancel
Windsor JU 26/1860 double split ring cancel to Hamilton, b/s
Hamilton, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#15, 5¢ red tied by grid cancel to ad cover with nice embossing
"Patton & Co., China Glass" by Toronto SP 29/60 split ring cancel to
Kingsville, b/s G.W.R. West OC 2 60 (RR-65), Windsor, Amherstburg,
and Kingsville, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#15, 5¢ red tied to small envelope by 4 ring 50, Windsor JU 24/1867
double split ring to London, b/s London. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
#17b, 10¢ brown tied by blue 7 ring cancel Amherstburg Oct 23 1863
blue double split ring cancel to Buffalo, b/s Windsor and GTR East, few
edge tears otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$150.00

1868-1876 LARGE QUEEN ISSUES
425
426

 #24, 2¢ green with fancy Toronto cancel (Lacelle #1109), fine used.

(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$25.00
 #25, 3¢ red with Toronto fancy cancel (Lacelle #1040), nice bold
strike, closed tear and shorter perfs at top otherwise fine used.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$25.00
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1870-1897 SMALL QUEEN ISSUES
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 #34, ½¢ black strip of five and single tied to Stamp Dealer cover "The
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Barnes-Still Stamp Co." by Toronto 7PM/OC 23/95 to New York, some
rough perfs at top from opening otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#34, 36, ½¢ black (7 incl. strip of four), and 2¢ green (5) all with
offset on reverse. Fine-very fine used with narrow to wide copies
including jumbos. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#35, 1¢ yellow tied to illustrated ad cover "Western Fair 1896" by
London roller cancel to Amherstburg, with JY 25/96 b/s, very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#36, 2¢ green tied to red illustrated ad cover "Toronto Summer
Carnival," by Toronto JUN 9/6 P.M/90 to local cover, just a tad reduced
a right otherwise fine-very fine (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#37, 3¢ orange red tied to illustrated ad cover "Massey Manufacturing
Co." by Toronto SEP 26/11PM/83 numeral 1 duplex to Nellore, bit of
soiling and a light vertical fold do not detract, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#37, 3¢ orange red (oxided) tied to illustrated ad cover "Toronto
Reaper & Mower Company" by Toronto PM/AP 29/79 duplex cancel to
Armdale, Ont., very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#37, 3¢ orange red tied by Windsor DE 8/73 duplex cancel to Moose
Factory, h/s circular WAY, b/s Montreal, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#37, F1, 3¢ orange red and 2¢ vermilion Registration issue tied to
registered cover by blue Windsor AP 11/76 duplex cancels and blue
boxed REGISTRATION on front and 3 of the same on reverse, fine-very
fine. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$75.00
#37, F1, 3¢ orange red and 2¢ vermilion tied by cork cancel and
straight line REGISTERED South Woodslee Ont DE 17/77 to Toronto
with
boxed
REGISTERED/C.S.R
on
front,
b/s
boxed
REGISTERED/C.S.R., CA Southern R West/DE 17/7, tiny piece of back
flap missing otherwise very fine. (ex. Harrison). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#37, F2, 3¢ orange red and 5¢ green tied by red oval 7 line grid
cancel, red Harrow MY 3/77 (Essex) registered letter to Mill Village,
Pennsylvania, h/s red REGISTERED, b/s Amherstburg and Detroit
transits, couple edge tears and repaired lower right corner, otherwise
fine-very fine and scarce. (ex. Harrison). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#40e, 10¢ pale milky rose lilac with 2 ring 38 (Bowmanville, RF 3),
trivial thin otherwise fine-very fine used. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
#41, 3¢ vermilion tied to multicoloured illustrated ad cover "D.S.
Perrin & Co. Sterling Cream Sodas" by London 18/OC 15/97 orb
cancel to Amherstburg, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
#41, 3¢ vermilion tied to illustrated ad cover "Western Fair 1897" by
London 18/JU 18/97 orb cancel to Amherstburg, few small edge tears
otherwise fin-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#41, 3¢ vermilion tied to illustrated ad cover "Western Fair 1897" by
London 13/MY 8/97 orb cancel to Amherstburg, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#41, 3¢ vermilion tied to illustrated ad cover "Summer Carnival
Halifax, N.S." by Halifax 3/MY 4/96 squared circle cancel to Waterville,
slight reduction at right otherwise very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#41, 3¢ vermilion tied to illustrated ad cover "Quebec Midwinter
Carnival 1894," by Halifax 2/JA 27/94 squared circle cancel to Upper
Stewiacke, slight reduction at left otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#41, 3¢ vermilion tied to illustrated ad cover "Balmoral Hotel" by
Monteal APR 19/17 - 0/1897 gorgeous flag cancel to Glens Falls, NY,
very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#41, 3¢ vermilion tied to illustrated ad cover "The British American
Windsor, Ont." by Windsor AM/JY 13/96 squared circle cancel to
Amherstburg, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#41, 3¢ vermilion tied to illustrated ad cover "Canada's Great
Industrial Fair 1892" by Toronto JU 11 7P/92 squared circle precursor
cancel to Berlin, Ont., couple small tears otherwise fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#41, 3¢ vermilion (oxidized) tied to illustrated ad cover "Canada's
Great Industrial Fair 1895" Toronto JUN 26/11 PM/95 to Waterloo,
b/s Waterloo squared circle, slight reduction at right otherwise finevery fine. (photo)
Est.
$75.00
Est. Realization .....................................................................
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 #41, 3¢ vermilion issue tied to illustrated ad cover "John Finlay, Pure
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Native Wine" by Pelee Island NO 16/96 (Essex) split ring cancel to
Amherstburg with b/s Windsor and Amherstburg, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
$50.00
#41, 3¢ vermilion tied to illustrated ad cover "The Globe Furniture Co.,
Limited" by Walkerville AM/SP 11/96 cancel to Amherstburg, b/s
Leamington, Amherstburg, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#41, 3¢ vermilion tied by oval cancel The Mettawas Ont AU 8/92
(Essex) split ring cancel to Toronto, b/s Windsor and Toronto, fine-very
fine. The Mettawas was a summer Post Office operated at a tourist
resort of the same name in Kingsville, Ontario. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
#41, 3¢ vermilion issue two copies with Dead Letter Office AP 2/1894
and Dead Letter Office NO 21/96 cancels, both very fine used. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
#43, 51, 6¢ red brown and a duo of 1¢ Jubilees pays the 8¢
registration rate, Toronto PM/SP 11/97 to Dubuque, Iowa, very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#43, 74, 6¢ red brown and ½¢ black (2) tied to registered Stamp
Dealer cover "The Jubilee Stamp Co." by Smiths Falls AP 13/99
squared circle cancels to Denmark, IA, various b/s including RPO, very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
#44, 8¢ violet black on a pair of registered covers, cc ad cover
"Samuel, Benjamin & Co. Wholesale Hardware" with Toronto NT/FE
23/97 split ring, and secondcover with Bathurst St Toronto PM/DE
11/97 duplex, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#45, 10¢ brown red, 14 copies all with cds cancels, fine-very fine used
with a range of shades. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$735.00
#45, 10¢ brown red, 8 copies with marginal imprints (3 left, 5
bottom), fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$280.00
#45, 10¢ brown red issue, 6 mis-perfed copies resulting in one or
more huge "wing" margins, one shows portion of next stamp at right,
fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$210.00
#45, a, b, 10¢ issue, twenty-one copies with a range of shades
including dull rose, salmon pink, brown red, etc., fine-very fine used.
(photo)
.............................................................................................. $1,102.50
#45, a, b, 10¢ issue, twelve copies with a range of shades with dull
rose, salmon pink, brown red, etc. along with various cancels, fine-very
fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$630.00
#76, 2¢ purple tied to illustrated ad cover "Windsor Hotel, Montreal"
by Montreal SEP 30/18 - 0/1899 flag cancel to St. John, NB, very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00

1897 DIAMOND JUBILEE ISSUES
460

 #51, 1¢ orange tied to illustrated ad cover "Nova Scotia Provincial

Exhibition 1897" by Halifax 2/AU 20/97 squared circle to
Summerside, PEI, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00

1897-1908 LEAF, NUMERAL, AND KING EDWARD VII ISSUES
461

 #67, 76, 1897 1¢ green and 1898 2¢ purple (3) QV Leaf and Numeral
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issues tied to illustrated registered Stamp Dealer cover "Cartier Stamp
Company" by Elm Street Toronto AM/AP 19/99 cancels to Utica, NY,
very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#75, 77, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (3) paying the 7¢ registration rate
Vereker Ont JU 14/02 duplex cancel to Toronto, b/s Chatham &
Walkerville Rwy. P.O. E/JU 14/02, Toronto, small edge tear at right
otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
$50.00
#76, 2¢ purple tied to front and back illustrated ad cover "D.S. Perrin
& Co. London, Canada" by London JY 31/99 orb cancel to
Amherstburg, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
#76, 2¢ purple tied to illustrated ad cover "Nova Scotia Provincial
Exhibition 1899" by Halifax 2/JY 1/99 duplex cancel to Upper Rawdon,
very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
#76, 2¢ purple tied to illustrated ad cover "Western Fair 1899" by
London 19/AU 3/99 orb cancel to Amherstburg, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
#76, 2¢ purple tied to illustrated ad cover "Canada's Great Industrial
Fair 1899" by Toronto JUN 2/19-0/1899 "E" flag cancel to Pickering,
very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00

John Sheffield Philatelist Ltd.
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 #76, 1898 2¢ purple QV Numeral issue tied to illustrated ad cover
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"The Canadian Collector" by Berlin 10/MR 13/99 to Richmond, VA,
very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
#77, 2¢ carmine tied to illustrated ad cover "Nova Scotia Provincial
Exhibition 1902" by Halifax 15/AU 1/02 duplex cancel to New York,
very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#77, 2¢ carmine tied to illustrated ad cover "Nova Scotia Provincial
Exhibition 1900" by Halifax 2/AU 2/00 duplex cancel to River Dennis,
very fine. (photo)
Est.
$100.00
Est. Realization .....................................................................
#77, 2¢ carmine tied to illustrated ad cover "Western Fair 1902" by
London 16/AU 25/02 duplex cancel to Sombra, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#77, 2¢ carmine tied to ad cover "The Mettawas Resort" by Chatham
& Walkerville Rwy. P.O. W/SP 7/00 (O-60) to Leamington, very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#77, 2¢ carmine tied to illustrated ad cover "Canada's Great Industrial
Fair 1900" by Toronto AU 1/1-0/00 "C" flag cancel to Port Aurthur, very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#77, 2¢ carmine tied to illustrated ad cover "Canada's Great Industrial
Fair 1900" by Toronto AUG 18/10-S/00 "F" flag cancel to El Paso,
Texas, slight reduction at right otherwise very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization
$50.00
Realization .....................................................................
#78, 3¢ carmine tied to illustrated ad cover "Western Fair 1898" by
London 5/JY 15/98 squared circle cancel to Amherstburg, very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#78, 3¢ carmine tied to illustrated ad cover "Charles Fawcett Flour
Mills, Moncton, N.B." by St. John & Amherst RPO East/OC 12/98 to
Sussex, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#78, 3¢ carmine tied to illustrated ad cover "Western Fair 1898" by
London 13/AU 13/98 orb cancel to Amherstburg, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#86, 1898 2¢ black blue and carmine tied to illustrated Stamp Dealer
cover "The British Colonial Stamp Company" by London 18/JA 14/99
orb cancel to Kansas City, MO with b/s Detroit transit and Kansas City
receiver, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#90, 2¢ red tied to front and back illustrated ad cover "Halifax,
Canada. The Empire Port" by Rockingham Station N.S. AU 5 11 split
ring cancel to Sherbrooke, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization
$100.00
Realization .....................................................................
#90, 2¢ red tied to illustrated ad cover "Nova Scotia Provincial
Exhibition 1904" by Halifax JUL 14/730 PM/1904 machine cancel,
couple tiny edge faults otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#90, 2¢ red tied to illustrated ad cover "Nova Scotia Provincial
Exhibition 1905" by Halifax AUG 8/10 AM/1905 to Windsor, trivial
reduction at right otherwise-fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#90, 2¢ red tied to illustrated ad cover "Dominion Exhibition 1906" by
Halifax JUN 14/930AM/1906 machine cancel to Windsor, NS, few
trivial edge tears otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#90, 2¢ red tied to illustrated ad cover "Dominion Exhibition St. John,
N.B. 1910" by St. John & Montreal RPO cancel to Fredericton, small
tear at right otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#90, 2¢ red tied to illustrated ad cover "Western Fair 1905" by London
APR 19/7 - PM/1905 machine cancel to Thamesville, very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$65.00
#90, 2¢ red tied to illustrated ad cover "Nova Scotia Provincial
Exhibition 1910" by Halifax JUN 11/130 PM/1910 machine cancel to
Windsor, NS, slight reduction at right otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization
$50.00
Realization .....................................................................
#90, 2¢ red tied to illustrated ad cover "Nova Scotia Provincial
Exhibition 1909" by Halifax MAY 21/1230PM/1909 machine cancel to
Windsor, NS, slight reduction at right otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#90, 2¢ red tied to illustrated ad cover "Nova Scotia Provincil
Exhibition 1903" by Halifax AUG 20/1230PM/1903 machine cancel to
Annapolis, reduction at left into design otherwise fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$45.00
#90, 2¢ carmine KEVII issue tied to illustrated ad cover "W.L. Clark
Greenhouses, Orchards, Cellars and Nursery" by Leamington PM/AP
21/06 (Essex) duplex cancel to Hamilton, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$40.00
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 #90, 2¢ red tied to illustrated ad cover "Nova Scotia Provincial

Exhibition 1908" by Halifax MAY 27/630 PM/1908 machine cancel to
Arichat, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
 #90, 2¢ red tied to ifflustrated ad cover (front only) "Nova Scotia
Provincial Exhibition 1907" by Halifax JUN 23/1908 machine cancel to
NE Margaree, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$25.00

1908 QUEBEC TERCENTENARY ISSUES
490

491

 #97, 1¢ green tied to illustrated ad cover "Canada's Great Eastern
Exhibition 1908" by Sherbrooke AUG 15/6-PM/1908 machine cancel
to St.Johnsbury, VT, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
 #97, 1¢ green tied to illustrated ad cover "Western Fair 1908" by
London AUG 14/230PM/1908 machine cancel, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00

1911-1925 KING GEORGE V ADMIRAL ISSUES
492

 #104, 106, 1¢ green and 2¢ rose carmine tied to ad cover "Riley &
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McCormick, Limited" by Calgary, Alta May 30/9:30PM/1916 slogan
cancel to Banff. Reverse gorgeous all-over illustrated showing saddle,
very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
#106, 2¢ carmine tied to front and back illustrated ad cover "St. John,
N.B. Exhibition 1914" by St. John N.B. APR 13/4 PM/1914 Exhibition
slogan cancel to Prince William, reverse with "Remember The Date"
and a calendar, very fine. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$50.00
#106, 2¢ carmine tied to illustrated ad cover "Nova Scotia Provincial
Exhibition 1912" by Halifax JUL 12/630PM/1912 machine cancel to
Windsor, NS, slight reduction at right otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$50.00
#106, 2¢ carmine tied to ad cover "Erie Railway Company" by Toronto
SEP 14/730PM/1914 Canadian National Exhibition slogan cancel to
Hamilton, b/s Hamilton slogan cancel, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
#106, 111, MR1, 2¢ carmine and 1¢ green War Tax issue tied by RPO
cancel to illustrated ad cover "The Royal Alexandra Hotel, Tofield, Alta."
and 5¢ dark blue tied to illustrated ad cover "The Fort Garry" by
Winnipeg 1918 machine cancel, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#107, 2¢ green tied to illustrated ad cover "The Canadian National
Exhibition" by scarce special cancel used on "The Ex" grounds,
Canadian National Exhibition/Post Office, Toronto, 24/AUG/28 (first
day of Exhibition) to Buffalo. Inserted card advertising the special
flights to be made to and from the C.N.E. in honor of the Jubilee year,
very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#109, 150, 3¢ carmine and 2¢ green tied to illustrated ad cover
"Nova Scotia Provincial Exhibition 1929" by Halifax AUG 26/29 slogan
cancel. This Special Flight cover is pilot signed and also has a blue
oval Halifax Post Office/Nova Scotia/Provincial Exhibition/AUG 26
1929, a violet City Clerk's Office h/s with City Clerk's signature and
another violet Nova Scotia Provincial Exhibition h/s with name of
Exhibition Secretary. A most attractive and very fine item. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
#111, 5¢ blue tied to front and back illustrated ad cover "St. John,
N.B. Exhibition 1921" by St. John N.B. 520PM/JUN 14/1921 machine
cancel to Middleton, reverse with "Plan Your Holiday On These Dates"
and a calendar, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
$50.00
#128, 2¢ green coil issue tied to illustrated ad cover "Western Fair
1928" by London JUN 5/1230 PM/1928 parcel Post Insurance slogan
cancel to Smithville, slight reduction at right otherwise very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#129, 3¢ brown coil issue tied to front and back illustrated ad cover
"The Renfrew Machinery Co. Limited" by Renfrew SEP 16 1920
machine cancel to Smithville, slight reduction at right otherwise finevery fine. Illustrated letterhead included. (photo)
Est. Realization
$30.00
Realization ....................................................................

CONFEDERATION TO MODERN ISSUES
502
503

504

 #115, 8¢ blue issue on three foreign destination rate covers 1925-27

to Finland, Germany, and Holland, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
 #150, 2¢ green KGV Scroll issue tied to front and back illustrated ad
cover "The New Sherbrooke House" by Sherbrooke AUG
28/330AM/1929 to New Canaan, CT, reverse with all over illustrated
"Canada's Great Eastern Exhibition 1929." very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
 #150, 154, 1928 2¢ green (2) and 8¢ blue KGV Scroll issues tied by
Halifax SP 14/29 cancels paying 12¢ registration rate to England, very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00

John Sheffield Philatelist Ltd.
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 #150, 155, 1928 2¢ green KGV Scroll issue (4) and 10¢ Mount Hurd





issue tied by Montreal PM/JUL 19/29 duplex cancels paying 18¢
registration rate to Switzerland, back flap with La Banque D'Epargne
Montreal logo, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#154, 1928 8¢ blue KGV Scroll issue tied to illustrated ad cover
"Mount Royal Hotel," Montreal May 23/12:30 PM/1930 to Germany,
fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#167, 3¢ red KGV Arch issue tied to illustrated ad cover "The
Fredericton Exhibition 1932" by Fredericton MAY 13/1932 machine
cancel, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$40.00
#176, 1930 50¢ blue Grand Pre issue tied to registered cover
Maidstone, Ont. JUN 10/32 (Essex) split ring cancel to Maidstone,
Kent, England, b/s St. Thomas & Windsor RPO, Montreal and
Maidstone, Kent. Tiny piece missing from lower left corner otherwise
fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#197, 3¢ red KGV Medallion issue tied to front and back illustrated ad
cover "Thompson & Alix Ltd." by Sherbrooke JAN 27/??PM/1934 to
Bury, reverse with all over illustrated "Canada's Great Eastern
Exhibition 1933," small tear at top otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$40.00
#244, 1938 50¢ Vancouver Harbour issue tied to registered cover
Brantford 10/2 AP/51 Ont. To Calcutta, India with five b/s including
Calcutta reciever, very fine, immaculate commercial cover. (photo)
Est. Realization
$75.00
Realization .....................................................................

1875-1888 REGISTRATION ISSUES
511

1915-1916 WAR TAX ISSUES
 #MR4, 2¢ + 1¢ brown War Tax issue with Walkerville ONT precancel

(#P-!-MR4) and perfin PD Co (Parke Davis & Co., #P-6), fine-very fine
used, rare! (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$300.00
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1912-1949 OFFICIAL PERFIN ISSUES
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 #OA231, 1¢ green KGVI Mufti issue, two very fine used vertical pairs
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with 5-hole perfin OHMS on bottom stamps only (codes AZ, BZ).
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#O241/O260, a mint and used accumulation of 4-hole perfin OHMS
issues between 10¢ Memorial Chamber and 20¢ Corvette, 22 stamps
with various pin orientations, double perfins, etc, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#OA104, 1¢ green Admiral issue, four fine-very fine used copies with
different perfin 5-hole OHMS (codes A, B, E, F). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
#OA104, 1¢ green Admiral issue, fine-very fine used with double
perfin 5-hole OHMS (code EX). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#OA104, 1¢ green Admiral issue, fine-very fine used with double
perfin 5-hole OHMS (code BX). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#OA104, 1¢ green Admiral issue, very fine used horizontal pair with
perfin 5-hole OHMS (code A). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#OA105, 1¢ yellow Admiral issue, very fine used with double perfin 5hole OHMS (code HX). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#OA105, 1¢ yellow Admiral issue, two very fine used copies with
inverted and horizontal perfin 5-hole OHMS, (codes C, E). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#OA106, 2¢ carmine Admiral issue, very fine used with double perfin
5-hole OHMS (code BX). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#OA106, 2¢ carmine Admiral issue, two very fine used copies with
different perfin 5-hole OHMS (codes C, E). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#OA106c, 2¢ rose carmine Admiral issue, fine-very fine used with
double perfin 5-hole OHMS (code CX). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#OA107, 2¢ green Admiral issue, five very fine used copies with
different perfin 5-hole OHMS (codes A x 2, B x 2, D ). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$120.00
#OA107, 2¢ green Admiral issue, very fine used vertical pair with
perfin 5-hole OHMS on one stamp only (code AZ). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
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 #OA107, 2¢ green Admiral issue, fine-very fine used with double

 #F2, 2¢ Registered Letter stamp tied by a PAID 6 handstamp

Chevalier, Ont. JU 19/78 split ring (the 19 m/s over another date to
Toronto, h/s REGISTERED, b/s boxed REGISTERED/G.W.R. and boxed
REGISTERED/G.W.R. ACCOMn, G.W.R. WEST AMIL LINE JU 19/78,
G.W.R. EAST ACCOMn JU 20/78, slight reduction at right otherwise
fine-very fine and most unusual. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00

512

526

perfin 5-hole OHMS (code CX). (photo)
$50.00
Est. Realization
Realization ....................................................................
#OA108, 3¢ brown Admiral issue, three fine-very fine used copies with
different perfin 5-hole OHMS (code C x 2, H). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#OA109, 3¢ carmine Admiral issue, very fine used pair with perfin 5hole OHMS (code A), and a single (code B). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#OA111, 5¢ blue Admiral issue, very fine used horizontal pair with
perfin 5-hole OHMS on left stamp only (code FZ). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
#OA111, 5¢ blue Admiral issue, four fine-very fine used copies with
different perfin 5-hole OHMS (codes B x 2, D, E, ). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
#OA112, 5¢ violet Admiral issue, four fine-very fine used with different
perfin 5-hole OHMS (codes B x 2, C, D). (photo)
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
#OA112, 5¢ violet Admiral issue, very fine used pair with double perfin
5-hole OHMS (code AX). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#OA113, 7¢ yellow Ochre Admiral issue, fine-very fine used with perfin
5-hole OHMS (code D). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#OA114, 7¢ red brown Admiral issue, fine-very fine used with perfin 5hole OHMS (code G). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#OA118, 10¢ bistre brown Admiral issue, very fine used horizontal
pair with perfin 5-hole OHMS on one stamp only (code FZ). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
#OA119, 20¢ olive green Admiral issue, four very fine used copies
with different perfin 5-hole OHMS (codes A, B, D, E). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
#OA119, 20¢ olive green Admiral issue, three fine-very fine used
copies with different perfin 5-hole OHMS (codes A, B x 2). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
#OA120, 50¢ black brown Admiral issue, fine-very fine used with
perfin 5-hole OHMS (code C). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#OA144, 5¢ Sir Wilfred Laurier issue, very fine used with double perfin
5-hole OHMS (code CX). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
#OA144, 5¢ Sir Wilfred Laurier issue, very fine used with double perfin
5-hole OHMS (code BX). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
#OA144, 5¢ Sir Wilfred Laurier issue, very fine used with perfin 5-hole
OHMS (code A). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#OA146, 5¢ Thomas D'Arcy McGee issue, two fine-very fine used with
perfin 5-hole OHMS (code B). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#OA153, 5¢ violet KGV Scroll issue, fine-very fine used vertical strip of
three with double perfin 5-hole OHMS on top and bottom stamps,
middle stamp is blank (code AZ). (photo)
Est. Realization
$200.00
Realization ....................................................................
#OA172, 8¢ orange KGV Arch issue, fine-very fine used with double
perfin 5-hole OHMS (code AX). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#OA173, 10¢ green Library of Congress issue, fine-very fine used with
double perfin 5-hole OHMS (code AX). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#OA184, 2¢ carmine Admiral Provisional issue, fine-very fine used
with perfin 5-hole OHMS (code C). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
#OA192, 3¢ red KGV Economic Council issue, fine-very fine used with
double perfin 5-hole OHMS (code AX). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#OA195, 1¢ green KGV Medallion issue, very fine used horizontal pair
with perfin 5-hole OHMS on one stamp only (code FZ). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#OA195-197, 1¢ green (code F), 2¢ brown (code D) and 3¢ red (code
C), KGV Medallion issues with perfin 5-hole OHMS, fine-very fine mint,
without gum except 3¢ is never hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#OA197, 3¢ red KGV Medallion issue, four fine-very fine (one stamp
faulty) used copies with 5 hole perfin OHMS (codes A, B x 2, D).
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
#OA199, 5¢ blue KGV Medallion issue, fine-very fine used with 5-hole
perfin OHMS (code B). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
#OA213, 3¢ red KGV and Queen Mary issue, very fine mint without
gum perfin 5-hole OHMS (code A). (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
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 #OA214, 5¢ blue Prince of Wales issue, very fine used with 5-hole
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perfin OHMS (code B). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#OA217, 1¢ green KGV Pictorial issue, a very fine used vertical pair
with 5-hole perfin OHMS on bottom stamp only (code AZ). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#OA231, 1¢ green KGVI Mufti issue, very fine used with 5-hole perfin
OHMS (code CX). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#OA231, 1¢ green KGVI Mufti issue, a very fine mint never hinged
block of four and two singles with 5-hole perfin OHMS (code A). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$40.00
#OA231, 1¢ green KGVI Mufti issue, a fine-very fine used horizontal
strip of three with 5-hole perfin OHMS (code F). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
#OA232, 2¢ brown KGVI Mufti issue, a very fine used horizontal pair
with 5-hole perfin OHMS on left stamp only (code EZ). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#OA232, 2¢ brown KGVI Mufti issue, a fine-very fine used vertical pair
with 5-hole perfin OHMS on bottom stamp only (code EZ). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#OA233, 3¢ carmine KGVI Mufti issue, a very fine used copy with
double 5-hole perfin OHMS and missing dot in one S (code AX).
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
#OA233-235, 3¢ carmine (code A), 4¢ yellow (code A), and 5¢ blue
(codes A, D), very fine mint, mostly never hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
$50.00
#OA234, 4¢ yellow KGVI Mufti issue, three fine-very fine used copies
with 5-hole perfin OHMS (codes D, H x 2). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#OA235, 5¢ blue KGVI Mufti issue, two fine-very fine used copies with
5-hole perfin OHMS (codes B, D). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$40.00
#OA236, 8¢ orange KGVI Mufti issue, two fine-very fine used copies
with 5-hole perfin OHMS (codes E, F). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$40.00
#OA240, 3¢ carmine KGVI Mufti issue, a very fine used coil pair with
5-hole perfin OHMS (code E) (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
#OA241, 10¢ carmine Memorial Chamber issue, three very fine used
copies with 5-hole perfin OHMS (codes E x 2, G). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$60.00
#OA243, 20¢ brown Fort Garry issue, very fine used with double 5hole perfin OHMS (code AX). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#OA246, 2¢ green Princesses issue, very fine used with 5-hole perfin
OHMS (code F). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#OAC6, 6¢ blue Seaplane issue, very fine mint, never hinged with 5hole perfin OHMS (code A). (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ISSUES
570  #AD1-9, Alberta Duck Hunting Stamps 1989-1997 complete, two
copies of each, mostly upper left and lower left corners with imprint
along with an artist signed FDC of each #AD2-9 plus two 1998 Alberta
Hunter Education Instructor's Association booklets (no catalogue value
for either the FDC's or latter booklets), very fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$490.00
571  #ATC1-4, Atlantic Waterfowl Celebration 1995-1998, the series
complete in artist signed single mini-panes, artist signed FDC #ATC12, panes of four #ATC1-2, and more, very fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$499.00
572  #AW1/AW1017, AWR13-19, a selection of 4 different Alberta Wildlife
Certificate Stamps 1964/1993 (on the appropriate certificate) and
Alberta Resource Development Stamps 1985-1997 complete, very
fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$166.50
573  #AWF1-11, Alberta Conservation Fund, the first 11 issues in artist
signed single mini-sheets along with FDC (artist signed) #AWF1 and
miniature sheet of four for #AWF1, and more, very fine mint, never
hinged.
...............................................................................................
$464.00
574  #BCC1-12, British Columbia Conservation Fund, the first 12 issues in
artist signed single mini-sheets along with FDC (artist signed) #BCC12 and miniature sheet of four for #BCC1, and more, very fine mint,
never hinged
...............................................................................................
$622.00
575  #BCD2a, 1947 50¢ Duck Stamp, a booklet pane of four, very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$175.00
576  #BCD2a, 1947 50¢ Duck Stamp, a booklet pane of four, very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$175.00
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577  #BCD3e, 1948 $1 British Columbia Duck Stamp, the "short log"
variety, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$250.00
578  #BCF1-7, British Columbia Fishing Stamps 1989-1996 in complete
sets with Junior, Tidal Waters and Non-Tidal Waters as issues plus
#BCF1-2 artist signed booklets, very fine mint, never hinged.
..............................................................................................
$238.00
579  #FW1-6, 1985-1990 Federal Wildlife Conservation issues in booklets
(4, one artist signed for each year), two on licenses for each year and
a plate block for each of the years 1986-1990, very fine mint, never
hinged.
.............................................................................................. $1,425.00
580  #FW16-27, 2000-2011 Federal Wildlife Conservation issues in
booklets (usually two or three for each year, one artist signed), plate
blocks for each year, Youth souvenir sheets for 2010 (3) and 11(2),
and FDC's 2002-1011, very fine mint, never hinged.
.............................................................................................. $2,025.00
581  #FW7-15, 1991-1999 Federal Wildlife Conservation issues in booklets
(usually three for each year, one is artist), two on licenses (one
unissued, one issued) for each year and a plate block for each of the
years, plus the unsanctioned joint issued - United States 1991
souvenir sheet (two copies, one artist signed), very fine mint, never
hinged.
.............................................................................................. $2,070.00
582  #FWH1, 1985 Federal Wildlife Conservation issue tied to cover with
1982 definitive issues making $4.76 which paid 34¢ postage, $2.46
registration fee and $1.96 Special Delivery fee. Interesting illegal use
of this issue for postage, very fine. (photo)
Est.
$100.00
Est. Realization ....................................................................
583  #MBF1-11, MW1, MW1c, Manitoba Fisheries Enhancement Stamps
1993-2003 complete plus extras of the first two years artist signed,
Winnipeg Game & Fish Association 1967 issue with single and the
vertical strip of three showing different perforations, very fine mint,
never hinged.
..............................................................................................
$168.00
584  #MWF1-13, Manitoba Wildlife Federation, the first 13 issues in artist
signed single mini-sheets along with FDC (artist signed) #MWF1-3 and
miniature sheet of four for #MWF1-2, full sheet of eight #MWF1 and
more, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
.............................................................................................. $1,039.00
585  #NBW1-13, New Brunswick Conservation Fund, the first 12 issues in
artist signed single mini-sheets along with FDC (artist signed) #NBW13 and full sheet of eight for #NBW1, some mini-sheets of four and
more, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
.............................................................................................. $1,056.00
586  #NLW1-12, Newfoundland & Labrador Conservation Fund, the first 12
issues in artist signed single mini-sheets along with FDC (artist signed)
#NLW1-3 and miniature sheet of four for #NLW1-2, full sheet of eight
#NLW1 and more, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
.............................................................................................. $1,007.00
587  #NSG1, NSG1b, Cape Breton Game Stamp, the 1953 issue with one
regular and one with the "missing feather on pheasants breast"
variety, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$245.00
588  #NSW1-16, Nova Scotia Wildlife Federation, the first 16 issues in
artist signed single mini-sheets along with FDC (artist signed) #NSW16 and miniature sheet of four for #NSW1-4, some gutter pairs and
more, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
.............................................................................................. $2,465.00
589  #NUW1-8, Nunavut Territory Wildlife Conservation, the first 8 issues in
artist signed single mini-sheets along with FDC (artist signed) and
miniature sheet of four for #NUW1, and more, very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$279.00
590  #NWT1-10, Northwest Territories Conservation Fund, the first 10
issues in artist signed single mini-sheets along with FDC (artist signed)
and miniature sheet of four for #NWT1, and more, very fine mint,
never hinged.
..............................................................................................
$386.00
591  #OW1-14, Ontario Federation of Anglers & Hunters, the first 14 issues
in artist signed single mini-sheets along with FDC (artist signed)
#OW1-4 and miniature sheet of four for #OW1-3, full sheet of 8 #OW2,
and more, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
.............................................................................................. $1,446.00
592  #PC1-6, 1942 Prairie Provinces Conservation issue, the set complete,
very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$160.00
593  #PEW1-11, Prince Edward Island Wildlife Conservation Fund, the first
11 issues in artist signed single mini-sheets along with FDC of the first
two issues, miniature sheet of four and complete sheet of eight for
#PEW1, and more, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$757.00
594  #PW1-8, Pitt Waterfowl Management Association, the complete series
in singles, perforate and imperforate mini-panes of four of all but
#PW2 plus artist signed FDC's, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
.............................................................................................. $1,006.00
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595  #QFG1, Quebec Fish & Game Federation 1952 issue, along with an
unlisted Conservation issue showing a Wolf and inscribed Loup/Wolf,
very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$95.00
596  #QW1, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 1988 issue with a
single mini-pane in booklet (6, one is artist signed), a First Day Cover
and a miniture sheet of four and a single stamp, very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
............................................................................................... $1,010.00
597  #QW10, A, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 1997 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, plus the WWF overprints with mini-pane in booklet (3, one
artist signed) plus FDC, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$650.00
598  #QW11, A, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 1998 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (2), FDC, miniature sheet of four and imperforate
miniature sheet of four artist signed and numbered, along with the
WWF overprints with perforate and imperforate mini-panes and FDC,
very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
............................................................................................... $1,325.00
599  #QW12, A, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 1999 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, plus the WWF overprints with mini-pane in booklet (2, one
artist signed) plus FDC, very fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$510.00
600  #QW13, A, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 2000 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, plus the WWF overprints with mini-pane in booklet (2, one
artist signed) plus FDC, very fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$530.00
601  #QW14, A, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 2001 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (2, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, plus the WWF overprints with mini-pane in booklet (2, one
artist signed) plus FDC, very fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$410.00
602  #QW15, A, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 2002 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, plus the WWF overprints with mini-pane in booklet (2, perf
and imperf) plus FDC, very fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$585.00
603  #QW16, A, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 2003 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, plus the WWF overprints with mini-pane in booklet (2, perf
and imperf) plus FDC, very fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$520.00
604  #QW17, A, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 2004 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, plus the WWF overprints with mini-pane in booklet (2, perf
and imperf) plus FDC, very fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$485.00
605  #QW18, A, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 2002 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, plus the WWF overprints with mini-pane in booklet (2, perf
and imperf) plus FDC, very fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$470.00
606  #QW19, A, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 2006 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, plus the WWF overprints with mini-pane in booklet (2, perf
and imperf) plus FDC, very fine mint, never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$470.00
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607  #QW1b, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 1988 imperforate
sheet of four, artist signed and numbered, very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
.............................................................................................. $1,750.00
608  #QW2, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 1989 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, very fine mint, never hinged.
..............................................................................................
$830.00
609  #QW20-24, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 2007-2011
issues with mini-pane in booklet (2, one artist signed, ex 2007), and
FDC's for each along with the limited edition imperf 2007 mini-pane
(#278 of 350), very fine mint, never hinged.
..............................................................................................
$470.00
610  #QW3, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 1990 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$785.00
611  #QW4, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 1991 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$735.00
612  #QW5, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 1992 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$825.00
613  #QW5s-u, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 1992 issue
overprinted of '92 with min-pane in booklet (4, one artist signed), FDC,
and miniature sheet of four, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$960.00
614  #QW6, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 1993 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC (artist signed),
miniature sheet of four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist
signed and numbered, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$740.00
615  #QW7, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 1994 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$570.00
616  #QW8, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 1995 issue with
mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet of
four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$505.00
617  #QW9, A, B, Quebec Wildlife Habitat Conservation, the 1996 issue
with mini-pane in booklet (3, one artist signed), FDC, miniature sheet
of four and imperforate miniature sheet of four artist signed and
numbered, plus the WWF and Capex '96 overprints with mini-panes for
each (2, one artist signed), FDC for each along with a miniature sheet
of four for Capex '96, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$905.00
618  #SW1-16, Saskatchewan Wildlife Federation, the first 16 issues with
artist signed single mini-sheets #SW4-16, two each of #SW1-3, along
with FDC's (artist signed) and miniature sheets of four for #SW3-6,
and more, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
.............................................................................................. $2,209.00
619  #YW1-10, Yukon Territory Wildlife Conservation Fund, the first 10
issues in artist signed single mini-sheets along with FDC and
miniature sheet of four for #YW1, and more, very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$384.00

End of the Auction
Thanks for Participating!

